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ABSTRACT

Polypeptoids, or poly-N-substituted glycines, are a class of sequence defined polymers that are structural mimics of polypeptides. Polypeptoids currently have received a growing interest due to their improved thermal stability, larger chemical diversity, and easier synthetic pathways as compared to peptides. Their lack of backbone hydrogen bonding and stereochemistry coupled with their easily tunability make them an ideal prototypical model system to study the effect of secondary/non-covalent interactions on self-assembly in solution. In order to develop a molecular level understanding of the effect of secondary interactions on polypeptoid self-assembly, systematic studies were carried out using molecular dynamics simulations on several polypeptoid solutions.

Firstly, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were performed to study self-aggregation of a cyclic polypeptoid and its linear analog in a low dielectric solvent, namely methanol. The cyclic polypeptoids bearing zwitterionic end-groups showed small cluster formation experimentally, ranging from a single polypeptoid chain to small oligomers in methanol solution, while the experiments showed no aggregation in the linear case. Atomistic molecular simulation results revealed that the aggregation in the cyclic case was as results of several different interactions. During the initial approach of the two cyclic polypeptoids, the attractive dipole-dipole interaction dominates. At closer distance, the attractive solvophobic effect takes over, while the effective repulsive interaction resulting from solvation of the dipoles dramatically reduces the attractive dipole-dipole component.

A second set of studies was carried out to investigate the micelle formation of sequence-defined singly charged ionic peptoid block copolymers consisting of a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic segment in aqueous solution. Results from this study demonstrated that water molecules mediate the structure and shape of micelles by interacting with the polymer chains and ionic monomers on the backbone. Specifically, a key interaction is that of the charged moiety with water that results in the charged group exposed to the solvent, even when it is placed next to the hydrophobic segment of the polypeptoid chain. This study contributed to our understanding of structure-property relationships in peptoid based soft matter systems.
Finally, a coarse-grained (CG) model of N, N-dimethylacetamide, the backbone of the polypeptoid system, has been developed that can reproduce the solvation environment around the DMA molecule, as observed from the reference all-atom simulations. These results suggest a promising approach to develop CG models of complex peptoid with various side chains that will enable better sampling and longer simulation length scales.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Polypeptoids

Polypeptoids, or poly-N-substituted glycines, are a class of polymers that are structural mimics of polypeptides with side chains attached to nitrogen atoms instead of α-carbons. Chemical structures of polypeptides and polypeptoids are illustrated in Figure 1.1. Due to their ease of synthesis, stability, and structural similarity to polypeptides, polypeptoids are perfectly suitable for combinatorial approaches to self-assembly, nanoscience, protein mimicry, and drug discovery.\textsuperscript{1–10}

![Chemical structures of polypeptides and polypeptoids](image)

Figure 1.1. Chemical structures of polypeptides and polypeptoids.

From a synthetic perspective, polypeptoids are particularly appealing since the chemical sequence can be controlled resulting in a model system that allows for great tunability of non-covalent secondary interactions. These interactions include electrostatics, van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, as well as hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity. Two fundamentally different approaches have been commonly used for synthesis of polypeptoids including solid-phase synthesis and solution polymerization.\textsuperscript{11} An outline of these two techniques are shown in Figure 1.2. Similar to solid-phase peptide synthesis, peptoid synthesis uses a stepwise monomer addition cycle, which involves the use of primary amines (R-NH\textsubscript{2}) with side group R (Figure 1.2a).\textsuperscript{2,12} The
key advantage of solid-phase synthesis approach is that the sequence definition of a polymer can be precisely controlled. Using such synthesis approach can yield the degree of polymerization up to fifty monomeric units.\textsuperscript{11} On the other hand, solution polymerization can be used to access those polypeptoid with higher molecular weight (Figure 1.2b). Although less sequence control is available with this approach, a large array of commercially available primary amines can be incorporated, providing access to a large diversity in terms of primary structure.

Aggregation or self-assembly of block copolymers in solution is key for a wide range of applications including biomedical uses.\textsuperscript{13–18} Decoupling the effect of different secondary/non-covalent interactions (electrostatic, van der Waals, hydrophobic effect etc.) on self-assembly can be challenging given the complexity in macromolecular systems. The lack of stereochemistry and hydrogen bonding in the backbone of peptoids combined with the programmable synthesis and tunability of their side chains makes them an ideal platform to study the effect of different side group chemistries and hence secondary interactions on self-assembly.\textsuperscript{19–27} The focus of this dissertation is to use molecular simulations to gain insight into the molecular mechanisms that govern self-aggregation in polypeptoids. A brief introduction to molecular simulations is presented in the proceeding sections.

1.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Molecular simulation, specifically molecular dynamics, is a powerful technique for molecular level investigations of the structural and dynamic properties of soft matter systems including macromolecular systems. The growing importance of molecular dynamics simulations in modern research efforts lead to the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for Martin Karplus, Michael Levitt, and Ariel Warshel "for the development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems." In Figure 1.3, the number of publications per year that include molecular dynamics simulations shows an exponential increase from a few in 1972 to more than 12000 in 2018. It is clear that molecular dynamics simulations have become substantially more popular and visible in recent years. There are countless articles in the literature where molecular dynamics simulations provide the underlying molecular interpretation to observed physicochemical properties.\textsuperscript{28} For example,
Peptoid Synthesis

a) Solid-phase Synthesis: Sequence-Defined

Monomer

Submonomer

\( R = \) hundreds of options \( X = \text{Br}, \text{Cl}, \text{or I} \)

b) Solution Polymerization: Not Sequence-Defined

Primary Amine-Initiated Polymerization of N-substituted NCAs

Rare earth initiated Polymerization of N-substituted NTAs

NHC-mediated Zwitterionic Polymerization of N-substituted NCAs

Figure 1.2. Two common methods to synthesize polypeptoids: a) solid-phase synthesis and (b) solution polymerization. This figure is reproduced from the studies of knight et al.\textsuperscript{11} with permission.
molecular simulations have greatly improved our understanding of glassy polymers, including different relaxation processes, effect of confinement, conformation changes etc. Atomistic simulations reveal the role of solvent in protein dynamics. Specialized simulations can help us learn the mechanism of protein folding. With continuing advances in the methodology, molecular dynamics studies are being extended to larger systems and longer time scales. This makes it possible for molecular dynamics simulations to obtain information that is not accessible from experiments.

Figure 1.3. Growth of molecular dynamics Simulations. This analysis was performed via Web of Science Core Collection (https://www.webofknowledge.com), which provides access to publications from world’s leading scholarly journals, books, and proceedings in the sciences, social sciences, and humanities.

Molecular dynamics is based on solving Newton’s equation of motion numerically. Newton’s equation of motion is given by:

\[ F_i = m_i a_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (1-1)

where \( F_i \) is force on particle \( i \), \( m_i \) is mass of the particle \( i \), and \( a_i \) is the particle \( i\)'s acceleration. The force acting on each particle can be expressed as the gradient of the potential energy:
\[ F_i = -\nabla_i U \]  

where \( U \) is the potential energy of the system. Since velocity is the derivative of position and acceleration is the derivative of velocity, we can thus write equations of motion as:

\[ \frac{-dU}{dr_i} = m_i \frac{d^2 r_i}{dt^2} \]  

(1–3)

Newton’s equation of motion can then relate the derivative of the potential energy to the changes in position as a function of time. The above differential equation is the basis of molecular dynamics simulations.

### 1.2.1 Force Field

To solve Equation 1–3, one needs the gradient of the potential energy of the system. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, one could solve the time-independent Schrödinger Equation using various electronic structure methods and determine the atomic forces. Indeed, this can be done at the Density Functional Theory level and is the basis of the so-called \( \text{ab initio} \) molecular dynamics simulations.\(^{35,36}\) However, these methods are extremely computationally expensive and hence one often uses force fields that are essentially modeled the potential energy of the system under consideration.\(^{37–40}\) Unlike quantum mechanical methods, force fields can be evaluated rapidly and, if parameterized correctly, can accurately reproduce sufficient details of the properties of interest of the system studied.\(^{41–43}\) The parameters of a force field can be derived from experiments such as neutron, X-ray and electron diffraction, NMR, infrared, Raman and neutron spectroscopy, or quantum mechanics, or both. Many force fields employ similar functional forms but differ in the parameters used in the equations. A typical expression for a force field can be written as:

\[ U_{\text{total}} = U_{\text{bonded}} + U_{\text{nonbonded}} \]  

(1–4)

where the components of the covalent and noncovalent contributions can be broken down as shown below:

\[ U_{\text{bonded}} = U_{\text{bond}} + U_{\text{angle}} + U_{\text{dihedral}} \]  

(1–5)
\[ U_{\text{nonbonded}} = U_{\text{electrostatic}} + U_{\text{vdw}} \quad (1-6) \]

Bond stretching and angle bending are usually represented by a harmonic potential, which does not allow bond breaking. Thus, no chemical processes can be studied. Normal dihedral interactions can usually be represented by a cosine function such as Fourier expansion. A small number of terms is applied, generally three, in the Fourier expansion of dihedral potentials. The functional forms of bond, angle, and dihedral potentials are shown as follows:

\[ U_{\text{bond}}(r_{ij}) = \frac{k_{ij}'}{2} (r_{ij} - r_{ij}^0)^2 \quad (1-7) \]

\[ U_{\text{angle}}(\theta_{ijk}) = \frac{k_{ijk}^0}{2} (\theta_{ijk} - \theta_{ijk}^0)^2 \quad (1-8) \]

\[ U_{\text{dihedral}}(\phi_{ijkl}) = \sum_n \frac{V_n}{2} \left[ 1 + \cos(n\phi_{ijkl} - \gamma_n) \right] \quad (1-9) \]

In the preceding equations, \( k', r_{ij}, \) and \( r_{ij}^0 \), respectively, are the bond force constant, bond length between particle \( i \) and \( j \), and equilibrium bond distance, \( k_{ijk}^0, \theta_{ijk}, \) and \( \theta_{ijk}^0 \) are, respectively, the angle force constant, angle between particle \( i, j, k \), and equilibrium angle, while \( V_n, n, \theta_{ijkl}, \) and \( \gamma_n \) are the dihedral force constant, dihedral periodicity, dihedral angle between particle \( i, j, k, l \), and a phase of the dihedral angle \( \theta_{ijkl} \). The bond and angle parameters can be obtained from gas phase spectroscopy and small molecule crystal structures. The dihedral parameters are usually derived from gas phase quantum mechanics calculations. It is worth noting that the functional forms of each term in equations 1–7, 1–8, and 1–9 are highly variable, the details of which are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Non-bonded interactions of classical force fields are usually divided in two: electrostatic interactions and van der Waals interactions. The electrostatic interactions can be generally modelled by a Coulomb potential:

\[ U_{\text{Coulomb}}(r_{ij}) = \frac{q_i q_j}{4\pi\epsilon_0 r_{ij}} \quad (1-10) \]

where \( q_i \) and \( q_j \) are the charges on the particle \( i \) and \( j \), \( r_{ij} \) is their separation distance, and \( \epsilon_0 \) is the vacuum electric permittivity. The van der Waals interaction contains a repulsion and a
dispersion term. One of the most common forms for the combination of repulsion and dispersion interactions is the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, which is expressed as:

\[ U_{\text{LJ}}(r_{ij}) = 4\epsilon_{ij}\left[\left(\frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}}\right)^{12} - \left(\frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}}\right)^{6}\right] \]  

(1-11)

where \( \epsilon_{ij} \) is the strength of dispersion interactions between particle \( i \) and \( j \), \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the contact distance between particle \( i \) and \( j \), and \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between particle \( i \) and \( j \). The LJ potential depends only on the distance between pairs of atoms. The first part of the equation, \( \left(\frac{\sigma}{r}\right)^{12} \) describes the repulsive forces between particles while the latter part of the equation, \( \left(\frac{\sigma}{r}\right)^{6} \) denotes the attractive forces. A simple schematic view of force field interactions is shown in Figure 1.4. Numerous community-developed force fields have been developed over the decades for simulations, and it is not the intent of this dissertation to provide any sort of comprehensive review. It is worth noting that four force fields are wildly used in the literature, and these include Amber,\(^{44}\) Chemistry at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics (CHARMM),\(^{45,46}\) GROningen MOlecular Simultion (GROMOS),\(^{47}\) and the all-atom Optimized Potential for Liquid

Figure 1.4. A schematic view of force field interactions. Covalent bonds are indicated by solid blue lines, non-bonded by a dash line.
Simulations (OPLS-AA). The comparison between these four commonly used force fields is summarized in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Comparison between several force fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force field</th>
<th>Chemical reactions</th>
<th>Atomic charge</th>
<th>Type of systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amber</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, carbohydrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARMM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, organics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROMOS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Proteins, sugars, nucleic acids, organics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPLS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Many liquids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2.2 Integration Algorithms

As mentioned above, the equations of motion can only be solved numerically and there is no analytical solution. In molecular dynamics, one of most commonly used integrators is Verlet algorithm. All the integration algorithms assume that the positions, velocities and accelerations can be approximated by a Taylor series expansion:

\[
r(t + \delta t) = r(t) + v(t)\delta t + \frac{1}{2}a(t)\delta t^2 + ... \tag{1-12}
\]

\[
v(t + \delta t) = r(t) + a(t)\delta t + \frac{1}{2}b(t)\delta t^2 + ... \tag{1-13}
\]

\[
a(t + \delta t) = a(t) + b(t)\delta t + ... \tag{1-14}
\]

where \(r\) is the position, \(v\) is the velocity, and \(a\) is the acceleration. To derive the Verlet Algorithm, one has:

\[
r(t + \delta t) = r(t) + v(t)\delta t + \frac{1}{2}a(t)\delta t^2 \tag{1-15}
\]

\[
r(t - \delta t) = r(t) - v(t)\delta t + \frac{1}{2}a(t)\delta t^2 \tag{1-16}
\]

Adding the two expressions together gives:

\[
r(t + \delta t) = 2r(t) - r(t - \delta t) + a(t)\delta t^2 \tag{1-17}
\]
This is the basic form of the standard Verlet algorithm, which uses positions at time \( t \) and \( t - \delta t \), and acceleration at time \( t \) to obtain new positions at time \( t + \delta t \). The acceleration, \( a(t) \), which is the second derivative of the position \( r(t) \) as a function of time is determined from Equation 1–3 (Newton’s equation of motion). A problem with this version of the Verlet algorithm is that velocities are not explicitly solved. Although velocities are not needed for time evolution, this information is sometimes necessary, such as to determine the kinetic energy of the system. One could compute the velocities from first order central difference:

\[
\nu(t) = \frac{r(t + \delta t) - r(t - \delta t)}{2\delta t}
\]  

(1–18)

The standard Verlet algorithm is not a self-starting method since position vector at \( t + \delta t \) requires positions previous two time steps. The advantages of the standard Verlet algorithm are, good stability, great simplicity, and modest requirement for memories. The disadvantage is moderate precision. To improve the accuracy compared to standard Verlet, some variants of the Verlet algorithm have been developed. For instance, the Leap-Frog algorithm is one of such variants where velocities are handled better:

\[
\begin{align*}
\quad r(t + \delta t) &= r(t) + \nu(t + \frac{1}{2}\delta t)\delta t \\
\quad \nu(t + \frac{1}{2}\delta t) &= \nu(t - \frac{1}{2}\delta t) + a(t)\delta t
\end{align*}
\]  

(1–19)

(1–20)

In the Leap-Frog algorithm, velocities are explicitly solved. The algorithm is visualized in Figure 1.5. The algorithm is called Leap-Frog because the positions and velocities are at interleaved time points, staggered in such a way that they are leaping like frogs over each other’s back. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that velocities are not calculated at the same time as the positions. The velocities at time \( t \) can be calculated by:

\[
\nu(t) = \frac{1}{2}[\nu(t - \frac{1}{2}\delta t) + \nu(t + \frac{1}{2}\delta t)]
\]  

(1–21)
An alternative implementation of the same basic algorithm is the velocity Verlet algorithm. The velocity Verlet algorithm requires updates of both positions and velocities:

$$r(t + \delta t) = r(t) + v(t)\delta(t) + \frac{1}{2}a(t)\delta t^2$$

$$v(t + \delta t) = v(t) + \frac{1}{2}[a(t) + a(t + \delta t)]\delta t$$

Since the velocity Verlet algorithm synchronizes the calculations of positions and velocities, there is no compromise on precision. All of these commonly used integration algorithms are time reversible. Computational demands of using any particular integration scheme is important. Choosing the reasonable time step is another critical consideration when running molecular dynamics simulations. If the time step is too small, the simulation trajectories cover only a limited part of the phase space. If the time step is too large, the particles are moving too much between time intervals and simulation is therefore unstable. The chosen time step should be approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the shortest motion time scale. In general, most of atomistic molecular dynamics simulation studies often employ 1 or 2 fs as time steps for
numerical stability. If using a coarse-grained potential, a larger time step can be used to speed up simulations.

Simplified workflow of a typical molecular dynamics simulation is depicted in Figure 1.6. The first step of a molecular dynamics simulation normally requires initializing the calculation by providing the initial coordinates and velocities of all the particles in the system as well as the specification of the force fields, the potential energy functions of the system that determine how the particles interact with each other. The loop in the Figure 1.6 refers to the main computational routine of a molecular dynamics simulation. In this loop, the forces on each atom will be calculated repeatedly and then these forces will be used to update the position and velocity of each atom using one of the integrators mentioned above. The essential output of a simulation is a three-dimensional trajectory, which consists of consecutive snapshots of the system coordinates at every point during the simulated time interval. Such information is very difficult to obtain with any experimental technique. The microscopic level of information generated from the simulation is then analyzed using statistical mechanics to calculate a wide range of macroscopic properties, such as pressure, density, energy, temperature, enthalpy, entropy and heat capacities, etc. Researchers these days do not have to write computer code from scratch to perform molecular dynamics simulations. There are many simulation software/engines that can be used to study different chemical systems. Common choices include LAMMPS, GROMACS, AMBER, CHARMM, NAMD, Tinker, and OpenMM.

1.3 Previous Molecular Dynamics Studies of Peptoids

Over the past several decades, molecular dynamics simulations have played a prominent role in understanding peptoid systems. The first all-atom simulations of simple peptoid were performed in the late 1990s. Möhle et al. used CHARMM22 force field to study the conformation change of peptoid monomers in comparison to the corresponding peptides in aqueous solution. The results of these simulations reproduced the essential features of ab initio data. In 1997, Armmand et al. used molecular mechanics calculations and AMBER force field to show that the presence of the N\textalpha chiral center in the peptoid side chains has a dramatic impact on the
Figure 1.6. Flowchart of a typical molecular dynamics simulation.
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available backbone conformations. Park and coworkers carried out all-atom molecular dynamics simulations on peptoid oligomers with methyl and methoxyethyl side chains in aqueous phase with explicit water molecules using OPLS force field. They found peptoids have unique backbone dihedral angle distributions, which are significantly different from the peptide counterparts.

However, the force fields used in the previous studies mentioned above are not primarily optimized for peptoids, the results may not represent peptoid structures accurately. Recently, researchers have developed new all-atom force fields to address this concern. Mirijanian et al. developed MFTOID force field for peptoid, based on the CHARMM22 peptide force field. Notably, their parameterization for peptoid mainly focused on the methyl side chains, thus leading to potential transferability issues. Mukherjee et al. reported that general AMBER force field (GAFF) with new parameters could successfully predict a range of experimental structures for peptoid systems in implicit solvent but worked poorly in explicit solvent. Weiser et al. developed new CHARMM general force field (CGenFF) parameters that successfully reproduce structures of both cis and trans conformers.

1.4 Scope of Dissertation

The primary goal of this dissertation is to provide nanoscale insight into the self-assembly of polypeptoids in solution by using computational approaches. In chapter 2, we used simulation techniques to study aggregation behavior of cyclic polypeptoids bearing zwitterionic and end-groups in methanol. Small-angle neutron scattering and cryo-TEM data indicate that these cyclic polypeptoids form small clusters, ranging from a single polypeptoid chain to small oligomers. Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations reveal that the driving force for this clustering behavior is attributed to the interplay between the effective repulsion due to the solvation of the dipoles formed by the charged end-groups in each peptoid chain and the attractive forces due to dipole-dipole interactions and the solvophobic effect.

In Chapter 3, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were performed on sequence-defined ionic peptoid block copolymers consisting of a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic segment (with one singly charged and the remaining uncharged polar groups) in aqueous solution. Results reveal
that water molecules were highly acknowledged for playing an important role in the stability and structure of self-assembled charged polypeptoids involving strong inter/intramolecular secondary interactions. Besides, charge-dipole secondary interactions dictate micelle shape, water penetration, and other micellar properties. These results shed light on the physics of self-assembly of weakly charged soft matter and advance our understanding of the precise design of self-assembled micelles by controlling the position of charge on the backbone of peptoid block copolymers.

In Chapter 4, a coarse-grained (CG) model for N, N-dimethylacetamide (DMA), which represents the polypeptoid backbone, was developed as a step towards establishing a CG model of the complex polypeptoid system. The DMA CG model is parameterized to reproduce structural properties of DMA liquid and solution using a reference all-atom model, namely the OPLS-AA force field. The intermolecular forces are represented by the Stillinger-Weber potential, that consists of both two- and three-body terms that are very short-ranged. The model is validated on thermodynamic properties of liquid and aqueous DMA, the vapor-liquid interface of liquid DMA, and the structure of a concentrated aqueous solution of DMA in water as well as a simple peptoid in water. Without long-ranged interactions and the absence of interaction sites on hydrogen atoms, the CG DMA model is an order of magnitude faster than the higher resolution all-atom (AA) model. Finally, chapter 5 presents the conclusion of this dissertation and offers suggestions about future work.
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CHAPTER 2
AGGREGATION OF CYCLIC POLYPEPTOIDS BEARING ZWITTERIONIC END-GROUPS WITH ATTRACTIVE DIPOLE-DIPOLE AND SOLVOPHOBIC INTERACTIONS: A STUDY BY MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

2.1 Introduction

Cluster formation is a common phenomenon that has been widely observed for solutions containing colloidal particles\textsuperscript{2,3} and biomacromolecules (e.g., proteins\textsuperscript{4} and DNAs\textsuperscript{5}) as well as synthetic polymers. Clusters can exist in various morphologies and are often precursors to glass or gel formation\textsuperscript{3,6-8}. Thus, cluster formation has significant implications for the practical uses of these solutions in the areas of food products, agricultural products and biopharmaceuticals.

The mechanism of cluster formation often varies and depends on the nature of the specific solutes in the solution and the interplay of various contributing forces. To form stable finite clusters, the presence of competing interactions is often required.\textsuperscript{3,7,9} The attractive interaction promotes the formation and growth of clusters, whereas the repulsive interaction will arrest and prevent indefinite cluster growth and further aggregation. The balance of these forces will lead to stable clusters consisting of finite number of particles. Colloidal particles (CPs) with short range attractive interaction and long range repulsive interaction (SALR) have been shown to form stable clusters with specific size and size distribution determined by the thermodynamics.\textsuperscript{8-11} Interestingly, it has also been shown that CPs with only attractive interaction (e.g., depletion force) can also form stable clusters, suggesting that details of attractive mechanism are important.\textsuperscript{12} With low attractive potentials, the clusters can bump into each other but quickly diffuse away from each other before they can reorganize and merge into larger clusters, thus allowing stable small clusters to exist. Even more intriguingly, theoretical work has indicated that particles with

---

purely repulsive interactions can also form finite clusters, stabilized by a free energy competition
due to the intra-cluster and inter-cluster interactions.\textsuperscript{13}

The majority of studies on clustering are focused on the CPs. Several globular proteins
have been recently shown to have characteristics of CPs with short-range attractive interaction
and long-range repulsive interactions, giving rise to liquidliquid phase transitions and some
critical phenomenon.\textsuperscript{4,14} Synthetic polymers including neutral polymers,\textsuperscript{15} polyelectrolytes\textsuperscript{16} and
dendrimers/star polymers\textsuperscript{17–19} have been described as soft colloids and were shown to form
clusters driven by the interplay of various interactions.\textsuperscript{17,19–22} For examples, high molecular weight
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEOs) have been shown to form clusters driven by attractive solvophobic
interactions of chain ends with the backbone.\textsuperscript{23,24} The effect of counter ions in the case of
charged polyelectrolytes has also been explored,\textsuperscript{25} with larger counter ions giving rise to finite
clusters due to steric and short-range electrostatic effects.\textsuperscript{26} The interplay between hydrophobic
and electrostatic forces in the aggregations of ionomers, another class of charged polymers, has
received attention due to its implication in PEM materials.\textsuperscript{27}

Investigations of cluster formation in macromolecular systems have been carried out using
a number of experimental tools including small angle neutron and X-ray scattering (SANS and
SAXS), optical microscopy as well as dielectric spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{4,8,12,23,28} Features in the low Q region
in neutron and X-ray scattering present a signature of clustering in macromolecular systems. Large
aggregates that extend to the micron region can be observed in optical microscopy experiments,
and presence of slow modes in DLS suggests the formation of aggregates. While these are
extremely useful in analyzing the mechanism of clustering, one has to resort to theoretical and
computational studies to tease out the subtle forces involved in the formation of clusters in
various macromolecular systems. The bulk of these computational studies involve molecular
dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations of coarse-grained models of the polymer that lack atomistic
level detail.\textsuperscript{2,10,13,15,16,29} The use of coarse-grained models arises due to the slow dynamics of
aggregation in these systems, which gives rise to inadequate sampling when using atomistic
simulation techniques. A number of coarse-grained Monte Carlo simulations of clustering of
colloidal particles describe the inter-particle interactions in terms of an attractive component
described by a Lennard-Jones type interaction and a longer-range repulsive Yukawa interacti
on.\textsuperscript{2,3} In addition, mean field type approaches as well as classical density functional theory based
methods wherein a free energy functional is constructed and minimized with respect to component
densities have also been explored.\textsuperscript{13,21,26,27,30}

Polypeptoids, a class of polymers with N-substituted poly-glycine backbones, are structural mimics of polypeptides.\textsuperscript{31,32} Because of the N-substitution, polypeptoids lack extensive hydrogen bonding or stereogenic centers on the main chain that are characteristic of polypeptides. As a result, polypeptoids tend to have more flexible backbone conformation\textsuperscript{33,34} and enhanced proteolytic stability and solubility\textsuperscript{35} in various solvents relative to polypeptides.\textsuperscript{31,32} Early studies have shown that the physicochemical properties of polypeptoids (e.g., conformation,\textsuperscript{36–38} solubility and crystallinity\textsuperscript{39–41}) are strongly dependent on the side chain structures.\textsuperscript{31,32}

In this study, we investigated the cluster formation of cyclic polypeptoids bearing zwitterionic end-groups (see Figure 2.1b) in solution using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations combined with umbrella sampling (US), an enhanced sampling method. The simulations reveal that the subtle interplay between the attractive dipole-dipole and the solvophobic interactions along with the repulsive forces due to solvation of the dipoles provide the driving force for the cluster formation of the cyclic polypeptoids.

2.2 Methods

Computational studies were carried out on the linear and the cyclic counterpart of the PNMG\textsubscript{100} polypeptoid (Figure 2.1b) in methanol solvent. In the cyclic case, the two ends are represented by oppositely charged groups, namely -O\textsuperscript{-} and -NH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+} whereas in the linear case the end groups are -OH and -NH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+}. While these are not the end groups in the actual peptoids (Figure 2.1a), they carry the appropriate charge and hence present a reasonable representation of the relevant end group interactions.
Figure 2.1. (a) Sketch of the experimental cyclic polypeptoid structure c-PNMG (DP=100) (left) and the linear polypeptoid structure l-PNMG (DP=100) (right). (b) Sketch of the simplified cyclic and linear peptoids simulated in this work. The cyclic polypeptoid is zwitterion with negatively charged -O group at one end and positively charged -NH$_3$ at the other that very close together forming a cyclic peptoid in methanol solution, while the linear case has a single positively charged -NH$_3$ group. (c) The representative peptoid cluster used to determine the partial charges. Red spheres are used for oxygen atoms, blue for nitrogen, grey for carbon and white for hydrogen.

### 2.2.1 Electronic Structure Calculations

The partial charges on the atomic sites of the polymer and methanol were determined by carrying out electronic structure calculations on two representative clusters: the first consisting of three monomeric units (Figure 2.1c) in order to represent the polymer and the second consisting of a single methanol molecule to determine the charges for the methanol. Specifically, the CHELPG method was used,$^{42}$ which determines the charges by fitting to the ab initio electrostatic potential at specific grid points around the cluster. The final charges on the polymer were obtained by averaging over the three monomeric units in the cluster. These calculations were carried out using Density Functional Theory approach with the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G basis set.
These calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN09 suite of programs. The final charges are tabulated in table 4.1.

Table 2.1. The partial charges obtained from the CHELPG electronic structure methods using the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G basis set. Note that the terminal charges were not calculated using this method but were directly assigned values of 1 and -1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Charge (e)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Charge (e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methanol O</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>Backbone N</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol H</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>Backbone C</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol CH₃</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>Side chain C</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amide C</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Terminal NH₃⁺</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amide O</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>Terminal O⁻</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Chloride ion</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

**Single polypeptoid chain.** The initial configurations for each of the two types of polypeptoids were generated by connecting 100 monomers, each with a methyl side chain. In the case of the cyclic polypeptoid, the starting configuration had the two charged ends in proximity to each other, mimicking the compound obtained from synthesis while for the linear counterpart, the starting structure consisted of the monomeric units arranged in a line. The OPLSAA force field parameters for the Lennard-Jones and intramolecular interactions were used along with the partial charges determined from electronic structure calculations for the peptoids. The same dihedral parameters that are used in the peptide case for the planarity of the amide bond were used here. The OPLS based force-field has previously been used successfully to model peptoids with . A short 50 ps simulation of the l-PNMG₁₀₀ was carried out in vacuum at a temperature of 300 K in the NVT ensemble in a cubic box of length 100 Å, and similarly for the c-PNMG₁₀₀ polymer. The resulting l-PNMG₁₀₀ with a chloride counter anion and c-PNMG₁₀₀ were each solvated, using the packmol program, in a periodic cubic box of length 100 Å, consisting of the same number (14500) of methanol (represented using the united atom OPLS force-field) molecules in each case. Each system was equilibrated for 10 ns, with a 1 fs timestep, in the canonical (NVT) ensemble at a temperature of 300 K using a NoseHoover thermostat. Production runs of 50 ns
each were then carried out for each peptoid system. A snapshot from the simulation of the cyclic polymer case is shown in Figure 2.2a.

*Two polypeptoid chains.* The initial configuration for the linear and cyclic cases were generated by replicating the respective single chain boxes in the x-direction resulting in a periodic box with two polypeptoid chains, and 29000 methanol molecules in a box of length 200 Å, X 100 Å, X 100 Å. Each system was once again equilibrated for 10 ns, with a 1 fs time step in the NVT ensemble followed by a 50 ns production run. A snapshot from the simulation of the cyclic polymer case is shown in Figure 2.2b.

![Figure 2.2. Representative snapshot of the simulation box with (a) just one cyclic polypeptoid (c-PNMG) in a box of methanol solvent (b) two c-PNMG in methanol. The methanol solvent is shown in green.](image)

2.2.3 Umbrella Sampling Simulations for the Two Polypeptoid Chain Case

Umbrella sampling along with the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) was used to determine the free energy profile or potential of mean force (PMF) of bringing the center of mass of one c-PNMG<sub>100</sub> / l-PNMG<sub>100</sub> monomer to the center of mass of another c-PNMG<sub>100</sub> / l-PNMG<sub>100</sub> monomer in methanol solution.<sup>49,50</sup> A total of sixteen umbrella sampling windows ranging from an inter-polymer distance of 50 Å to 22 Å, were carried out for the linear case, each with a ten nanosecond equilibration run followed by a 40 ns production run. A harmonic force constant of 3.0 kcal mol⁻¹ was used for the 22 and 23 Å, windows and 2.0 kcal mol⁻¹ for the remaining windows. For the linear case a total of eighteen umbrella sampling windows were
used with a harmonic force constant of 3.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) for the 20, 22 and 23 Å, windows and 2.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) for the remaining windows. The errors bars for the PMFs were obtained using block averaging, with each block from a 10 ns run.

All simulations, both canonical and umbrella sampling, were carried using the LAMMPS package.

### 2.3 Results and Discussion

To further investigate the mechanism and driving force of the cluster formation, we performed MD simulations on the cyclic and linear PNMG molecules in methanol solution with both DP = 100. First, as shown in the left panel of Figure 2.3, the peptoid form factors of a cyclic (green line) and a linear (red line) PNMG molecule were calculated from the simulation trajectory, with each atom weighted by its neutron scattering length. It can be seen that the Guinier region of the scattering profile for a cyclic molecule extends more towards high Q than a linear one, which indicates a smaller overall size than its linear analog, and it agrees with the theoretical expectation. In the intermediate and high Q region (Q > 0.1 Å\(^{-1}\)), the scattering profile of a cyclic homopolymer decays faster than a linear one, which means the scatterers in a cyclic polymer are more densely packed like compact colloids rather than loose coils given by a linear polymer. The bump in the scattering profile of a cyclic molecule around Q = 0.4 Å\(^{-1}\) suggests that the interface between the polymeric materials and the solvent is relatively well-defined and spherical, compared to the irregular interface for a linear one. The scattering function of a dimer of two cyclic polymers is also calculated, and its Guinier region shifts towards low Q, corresponding to a larger size as expected. Compared to the experimental data in the right panel of Figure 2.3, where the SANS profile of the cyclic polymers has the Guinier region shifted towards low Q, it confirms that the solution of cyclic polymers may actually contain dimers or even oligomers. This then raises the question as to what the driving force is that causes the aggregation in the case of the cyclic peptoid and not the linear case. The following sections address this important question.

The process to form a dimer in the cyclic case can be described using the free energy profile, also called the potential of mean force (PMF), between two interacting molecules as a function
Figure 2.3. Form factors of the PNMG polypeptides (targeted DP=100) from simulation (left) compared to the experimental small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) data (right). In the left panel (simulation) the linear PNMG polypeptide is shown in red, the cyclic monomeric version is shown in green and the cyclic dimer in blue. In the right panel (experimental data) the linear PNMG is shown in red and the cyclic PNMG in blue. Note that the curves in the right panel were obtained from the measured intensity in experiments from which the incoherent scattering has been subtracted, and the coherent scattering is normalized by its extrapolated zero-angle scattering, to make it easier to compare with the calculated form factor from MD simulation.

The use of the center of mass distance as the collective variable is appropriate as it allows for the study of the two polymers as they approach each other without biasing the polymers in any specific orientation. Using umbrella sampling, we obtained the PMF of two cyclic PNMG polymers with DP = 100 in methanol solution, as shown in Figure 2.4a. At distances greater than 30 Å, the PMF is essentially constant, within the statistical error. At a separation of about 24 Å, there is a free energy minimum of around 0.5 kcal mol$^{-1}$, indicating an attractive region, which may come from the dipole-dipole interaction or solvophobic interaction, and which in turn drives the formation of a dimer. Overall, the statistical error of the PMF is comparable to the energy barrier and the depth of the relative free energy and is of the order
of \( k_B T \), which means both the formation and dissociation of dimers can occur at a fast rate and there exists an equilibrium between the two. Therefore, in solution, monomer, dimers, and oligomers should exist, and indeed this agrees with our experimental measurements. On the other hand, the PMF or free energy profile for association of the linear counterpart as a function of the distance between the center of masses of the two polymers (see Figure 2.4b) shows no minimum and in fact the free energy increases as the two come closer. This suggests that the linear polymer can at best form transient aggregate species in dilute solution.

Figure 2.4. The free energy profile as a function of the center of mass separation between (a) two c-PNMG polymer chains (DP = 100) and (b) two l-PNMG polymer chains (DP = 100).

To further study the dissociation of solvent molecules from the cyclic polymers, we calculated the radial distribution function of the oxygen atom of methanol to the oxygen of the carbonyl group on the PNMG backbone, in Figure 2.5. The very sharp peak with a minimum at \( r = 3.3 \, \text{Å} \), corresponds to the first solvation shell and the small peak at \( r = 7 \, \text{Å} \), to the second solvation shell. Hence the first solvation shell coordination number is defined as the number of solvent molecules with the O atom of its hydroxyl group within this cut-off distance of \( r = 3.3 \, \text{Å} \), from the O atom of the corresponding carbonyl group of the polymer. On the basis of the spatial distribution of solvent molecules around the polymer, we can estimate the solvation level of cyclic PNMG molecules during the dimer formation, which is later used to demonstrate the solvophobic interaction. We define a monomer in the PNMG polymer as “coordinated” to
solvent molecules if there is at least one oxygen atom from the hydroxyl group in methanol located within 3.3 Å, from the oxygen in the carbonyl group of the monomer. The percentage of the coordinated monomers in the whole polymer chain indicates the level of solvation of the PNMG. This coordination percentage is plotted as a function of the center of mass separation distance during dimer formation, as shown in Figure 2.6. When two PNMG molecules are approaching each other but still separated ($r > 35$ Å), the coordination percentage gradually and smoothly decreases, which may be due to the rearrangement of the first solvation shell influenced by the hydrodynamic interaction through the excluded solvent molecules. In the range of $22 \text{ Å}, < r < 35 \text{ Å}$, the coordination percentage shows a plateau between 25 Å, and 35 Å, and then a drop from $r = 25$ Å, to 22 Å. Combined with the PMF, a clear picture emerges regarding the aggregation process. When two cyclic PNMG molecules approach each other within 35 Å, the orientation of methanol molecules located in the first solvation shell between the two polymers are rearranged, to minimize the free energy, which give the constant coordination percentage. Until their separation distance reaches $r = 25$ Å, the first solvation shell between the two PNMG polymers starts to get fully excluded and the coordination percentage approaches its minimum value. It is worth noting that, even at the shortest separation distance, more than half of the monomers in PNMG located in the outer region of the dimer are still exposed to the surrounding solvent molecules, and only the monomers in the middle of the two PNMG molecules are solvent-excluded. Even in the form of separated molecules, a fraction of the monomers may be shielded by other ones from being solvated. Therefore, it is reasonable that the coordination percentage is reducing from 80.5% to 67.5%.

In our zwitterionic cyclic polymer system, solvophobic interactions, demonstrated in the coordination percentage curve (Figure 2.6), plays an important role in the final structure of the aggregate, in addition to the dipole-dipole interaction, with the dipole created by the oppositely charged ends of the cyclic polymer. To further reveal the mechanism of dimer formation and the interplay between these forces, we calculated the probability distribution of the dipole-dipole distance at different separation distances between the two PNMG molecules, presented in Figure
Figure 2.5. The radial distribution function, $g(r)$, where $r$ is the distance between the oxygen atoms of the polymer backbone and the oxygen atoms of the methanol solvent from MD simulation at $T = 300$ K. The first minimum is at 3.3 Å.

2.7. When the dipoledipole interaction is stronger than the solvophobic interaction, the dipoles prefer to minimize their distance to reduce the free energy, and as a result, the two molecules will rotate with the dipoles towards each other. However, the dipole shows much greater preference to be solvated than the backbone. When the dipoles are rotated close to each other, they will also tend to bring solvent molecules between the two PNMG molecules. This will counteract the solvophobic interaction, resulting in an increase of the free energy due to the excluded volume effect. Therefore, the conformation of the dimer is determined by the competition between the attractive dipoledipole and solvophobic interaction and the effectively repulsive interaction arising from the solvation of the dipoles, and it is apparent in the dipoledipole distance distribution. A configuration with the dipoledipole distance smaller than the center of mass separation distance.
Figure 2.6. The percentage of O atoms on the polymer backbones that is coordinated to methanol as a function of the distance between the center of mass of the two c-PNMG monomers (DP=100).

indicates that the dipole-dipole interaction dominates in this conformation. On the other hand, when the dipole-dipole distance is larger than the center of mass distance, the solvophobic interaction coupled with dipole solvation is the dominant force in determining the conformation of the dimer. The dipole-dipole distance probability distributions at four representative center of mass separation distances are presented in Figure 2.7. Representative snapshots of the dimer conformation, from umbrella sampling simulations, corresponding to each probability peak in Figure 2.7 are shown in Figure 2.8, with the dipoles highlighted. It can be seen that for the snapshot from the umbrella sampling window with \( r_0 = 36 \) Å, (cyan curve) a majority rests in the range above \( r_0 \) and only a small part appears in the range below \( r_0 \), which indicates that at
this separation distance dipoledipole interactions do not play an important role. However, at $r_0 = 32$ Å, (red curve), the majority is below $r_0$, which means that dipoledipole interactions dominate in determining the conformation. At $r_0 = 28$ Å, (green curve), the conclusion is similar. At $r_0 = 24$ Å, (blue curve), we see that all events are located in the region above $r_0$, which implies that the solvophobic interaction dominates and the methanol between the PNMG molecules has been fully excluded, with the result that the dipoles are rotated opposite to each other in order to achieve a better solvation environment. The dipoles, open to the solvent at this inter-polymer distance, along with the hydrophobic and dipoledipole interactions will all contribute to further clustering to form trimers and other oligomers. From the inter-polymer distance dependence of these probability distribution functions, we can directly observe the competition between these driving forces during dimer formation and their effect on the conformation. Lastly, the need for the dipoles to be solvated suggests a reason for the formation of only small oligomers. With increasing cluster size, some of the dipoles will inevitably be buried in the interior region of the cluster, thus losing their solvation shell, which is unfavorable and will thereby restrict the aggregation to fairly small cluster sizes. To reiterate, the formation and structure of the cyclic dimer is driven by both the solvophobic effect and the dipoledipole interactions and opposed by the solvation of the dipoles, with the different interactions dominating at different inter-polymer distances. In the case of the linear counterpart there is no dipoledipole interaction to form a stable dimer and furthermore the charged ends prefer to be solvated, resulting in the free energy increasing continuously with decreasing distance.

At this point it is worth noting that the experimental data for the cyclic polypeptoids can be thought of as arising from association of several macro zwitterions i.e. the positive end of one polymer aggregates with the negative end of another and so on. The simulations were carried out for the cyclic polymer with a starting configuration with the two charged ends of the polypeptoid in proximity to each other, since this mimics the polypeptoid architecture that was obtained from the synthesis. The center of mass coordinate based collective variable should not bias the simulations against the opening of the cyclic polypeptoid chain. We do not see any ring
opening events in the simulations. This behavior of the cyclic polypeptoids in methanol arises because the comparatively low dielectric constant of methanol does not allow for the opening of the dipole in the cyclic zwitterionic polypeptoids. This, in turn, prevents the charged ends of each zwitterionic polypeptoid from aggregating with the oppositely charged ends of other zwitterionic polypeptoids in solution. In future work, the decomposition of the free energy into enthalpic and entropic components as well as the further decomposition of the enthalpic term into different intermolecular interactions will be carried out.
Figure 2.8. Snapshots corresponding to the peaks in the dipole-dipole distribution (Figure 4.6) from different umbrella sampling windows ($r_0 = 24$, 28, 32 and 36 Å) of the two c-PNMG monomers (DP=100) (one shown in gray and the other in magenta). In the case of $r_0 = 32$ Å, three distinct peaks are seen and hence three snapshots are shown, (c1) corresponding to the largest peak, (c2) to the second largest and (c3) to the third peak. Similarly for $r_0 = 36$ Å, two peaks are seen and (d1) corresponds to the largest peak and (d2) to the second largest peak. The positive and negative ends of each polymer are represented by a red and green sphere, respectively. The methanol solvent molecules are not shown for clarity.
2.4 Conclusions

Several computational methods have been used to study the aggregation of cyclic and linear polypeptoids in methanol, and compared with experimental results. Analyses of the trajectories from the simulations indicate that the dipole-dipole interaction along with the attractive solvophobic effect (expulsion of the solvating molecules between the two cyclic polypeptoid chains) favor the dimerization whereas the effective repulsive interaction arising due to the solvation of the dipoles greatly reduces the attractive component in aggregation. The resulting cluster now consists of two dipoles that are exposed to the solvent allowing for further aggregation. However, the repulsive forces due to the solvation of the dipoles suggests that the aggregation is limited to small clusters as larger clusters would necessitate the burial, to some extent, of the dipoles in the interior. This is corroborated by the experimental data that shows the presence of monomeric to small oligomeric clusters.
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3.1 Introduction

Polypeptoids, or poly N-substituted glycines, are a class of peptidomimetic polymers that are highly tunable, and hence an ideal model system to study self-assembly as a function of chemical groups in soft matter systems.\(^1\)\(^2\) Polypeptoids are promising bioinspired materials for diverse applications ranging from drug carriers\(^3\), antifouling coatings\(^4\), antimicrobial agents\(^5\), and other therapeutics\(^6\) due to the hundreds of chemically diverse side chains.\(^7\)-\(^11\)

From a synthetic point of view, polypeptoids are particularly appealing since the chemical sequence can be controlled resulting in a model system that allows for great tunability of non-covalent secondary interactions such as electrostatics, van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, as well as hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity. For example, Kudirka and coworkers designed a type of peptoid block copolymer which can self-assembled into ultrathin, two-dimensional highly ordered nanosheets.\(^{12}\) Their results demonstrated that intermolecular electrostatic interactions are the key factors in the nanosheet formation.\(^{12}\) In addition, Sanii et. al. found that the hydrophobic air-water interface plays an important role in forming peptoid nanosheets. The peptoid monolayer collapses into a stable free, floating bilayer that can be stabilized by the air-water interface.\(^{13}\) Moreover, unlike polypeptides, the peptoid $\alpha$-carbon become achiral, and polypeptoids can not form secondary structures that are stabilized by hydrogen bonding of the backbone, such as $\alpha$-helices and $\beta$-sheets, because of lacking hydrogen atoms on nitrogen groups.

The lack of stereoisomers and the synthetic tunability of these peptoids make them an ideal platform to study the effect of secondary/non-covalent interactions of the side groups on self-aggregation. These non-covalent interactions can arise due to the hydrophobic side groups, charged side groups, and hydrophilic neutral groups, which in turn can modulate the size and shape of the micelles formed in aqueous solutions of these polypeptoids. Sternhagen et al.\(^{14}\) have carried out experimental studies on a series of 25-mer polypeptoids with five consecutive decyl hydrophobic monomers followed by 20 hydrophilic monomers, one of which is charged. They
found the position of the charged group has a significant effect on the aggregation number and micellar size. In this work, we focus on the molecular origins of this behavior as well as insight into micellar structural properties and solvent effects, both of which are not directly obtainable by experiments.

Investigations of structural and dynamics properties of peptoid systems have been carried out using a number of theoretical and computational methods including quantum-mechanical (QM) modeling, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, and coarse-grained (CG) modeling which lack atomistic level details. Atomistic MD simulations can, in principle, provide a complete description of the molecular structure of these systems, provided the simulation are long enough to sample the large conformational space of these systems. Often coupling these simulations with enhanced sampling algorithms, such as parallel tempering, or replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD), umbrella sampling, and metadynamics can greatly improve the sampling. However, these simulations rely heavily on the quality of the underlying force fields which must accurately represent the peptoid potential energy landscape. In this work, we used the second generation of the general AMBER force field (GAFF2) to study the micellar systems mentioned earlier. We first demonstrate that GAFF2 parameters successfully reproduce both cis and trans conformations of a simple sarcosine dipeptoid in the gas phase, although it originally parameterized for generic organic molecules. Atomistic MD simulations of self-assembly of sequence-defined singly charged polypeptoids in water were performed to explore the structural properties of the micelles formed and to shed the light on the non-covalent interactions that dominate micellar size and shape.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Force Field Validation

As mentioned in the introduction, the quality of a simulation study depends on the accuracy of the force field and hence validation of a force field is essential. Mukherjee et al. reported that GAFF could successfully predict a range of experimental structures for peptoid systems in implicit solvent but worked poorly in explicit solvent. To improve the transferability of GAFF,
Figure 3.1. chemical structure of sarcosine dipeptoid.

Wang et al. developed the GAFF2 parameter sets by studying more model molecules for force field parameterizations and optimizing bonded force field parameters with high-quality quantum mechanical (QM) data. A simple peptoid analog with methyl side chain, sarcosine dipeptoid (shown in Figure 3.1) was chosen to be as the representative compound, and its potential energy profile as a function of the two dihedral angle $\psi$ and $\phi$ (see Figure 3.1) in the gas phase was calculated using the GAFF2 force field and validated on the results from electronic structure scans. The partial charges of sarcosine for classical simulations were derived from restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) method at the Hartree-Fock level of theory with the 6-31G* basis set using the Antechamber program. AMBER 16 was used to carried out classical simulations. For electronic structure calculations of the potential energy profile of the dihedral angles, the energies and optimized geometries were obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory. All electronic structure calculations were performed with Gaussian 09. These scans covered the entire 360 range of $\psi$, $\phi$ dihedral angles. We chose to use increments of 20 for the scans of the backbone dihedrals to capture the minima accurately.
3.2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The sequences of amphiphilic ionic peptoid block copolymers were taken from the earlier study by Sternhagen et al.\textsuperscript{14} and are shown in Figure 4.1. The MD simulations were carried out with the AMBER 16 software package\textsuperscript{33} with the second generation of general AMBER force field (GAFF2) for all polymers.\textsuperscript{31} Topologies and parameters were generated by LEAP and Antechamber modules in AMBER 16.\textsuperscript{33,35} The initial coordinates of all three polymers were generated with OpenBabel\textsuperscript{36} with corresponding SMILES strings. In addition, hydrophobic, neutral, and charged monomers (shown in Figure 4.1B) were built in order to calculate the partial charges. All monomers were optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory, and restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) charges\textsuperscript{32} were calculated at the level theory of HF/6-31G*. Geometry optimizations and charge calculations were performed by use of Gaussian 09 software package.\textsuperscript{34} Each system composed of different polypeptoid surfactants immersed in a cubic box with pre-equilibrated TIP3P water\textsuperscript{37} molecules. It worth noting that polypeptoid surfactants were put randomly in the box and the
distance between each pair of surfactants was at least 20 Å. In addition, Na+ counterions were added into the solvated system in order to neutralize the negative charge on the side chain of the peptoid. Table 4.1 lists the details of components in each system that was studied in this work. The number of polypeptoids, in each case was set to the aggregation number obtained by Sternhagen et al.\textsuperscript{14} from neutron scattering experiments.

Table 3.1. An overview of MD simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chain #</th>
<th># Surfactant</th>
<th># Water</th>
<th>Concentration (w%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>339709</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>385127</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>295784</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each solvated system was minimized with steepest descent algorithm for 1000 steps and followed by 1000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. In order to adequately sample configuration space, we carried out four simulations of the same system with different starting points that were generated as follows. The initial minimized structure for each case was heated gradually from 0 K to 300 K for trajectory 1, 350 K for trajectory 2, 400 K for trajectory 3 and 450 K for trajectory 4 in 1 ns of MD, and followed by 10 ns run to cool back down to 300 K in the Canonical (NVT) ensemble, respectively. Each configuration was then followed by a 50 ns equilibration run and another 50 ns production run in the Isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble with the temperature at 300K with an average pressure of 1 atm. The simulations were carried out using a time step of 2 fs for integration and 8 cut-off for nonbonded interactions, along with the particle mesh Ewald\textsuperscript{38} for long-range interactions. The SHAKE algorithm\textsuperscript{39} was used to constrained bonds involving hydrogen. The temperature was controlled using Langevin dynamics\textsuperscript{40} with a collision frequency of 2.0 ps\textsuperscript{-1}, and the pressure was maintained by Isotropic position scaling\textsuperscript{41} with a relaxation time of 2 ps.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Force Field Validation

2D Ramachandran potential energy surface (PES) plots were calculated using GAFF2 parameters and compared them to those generated using B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory (Figure 3.3). For the
Figure 3.3. Potential energy (kcal/mol) surfaces of (ψ, φ) angles (degrees) for cis and trans sarcosine in vacuum using (B, D) GAFF2 in AMBER 16 and (A, C) B3LYP in Gaussian 09.
cis conformation, the B3LYP PES has two global minima centered at (90, 180) and (270, 180), while the GAFF2 PES similarly has two global minima center at (90, 180) and (280, 180). For the trans conformation, untuned GAFF2 predict two different global minima. However, the energy difference is less than 2 kcal/mol between these minima. All these PES plots are center-symmetric because of the achirality of the peptoid backbone. It is evident that GAFF2 correctly reproduce the main features of the QM calculations for both cis and trans peptoid conformations.

### 3.3.2 Molecular Dynamics Studies of Micelles

![Micelle formed by: Chain 1](A)

![Micelle formed by: Chain 2](B)

![Micelle formed by: Chain 3](C)

Figure 3.4. Illustration of the micelles of each studied surfactant in production simulation runs. (A)Solid pink balls represent the COO$^-$ groups on the ionic monomers and transparent purple balls for other parts of micelles. (B)Solid green balls represent the hydrophobic parts of the polypeptoid chains and transparent purple balls for other parts of micelles. For clarity, counter ions and water molecules have been omitted.

As mentioned above, simulations in the study were started with molecular configurations with uniformly dispersed polypeptoid chains that are far from the equilibrium aggregated structure. However, during the equilibration, they all form micelles that remain stable throughout the entire simulation at constant temperature and pressure with an aggregation number that did not change. Each simulated micelle did not change markedly or convert to a very different structure. The analyses were carried out on the last 50 ns of the simulation, namely the production run, for each
of the four trajectories of each system and the average taken over all four trajectories (hence on 200 ns of data for each case).

Typical structural snapshots of micelles formed by chain 1 to 3 from production runs are shown in Figure 3.4. Ionic monomers with COO\(^{-}\) groups on the surfactant peptoid chains are found more likely to stay in the outer region, near the surface of the micelles, and hence exposed to the water.

**Micelle size.** As mentioned in the previous chapter on cyclic polypeptoids, neutron scattering experiments can be used to determine the radius of gyration (\(R_g\)) of the micelle, which in turn is an indicator of the size and compactness of the micelle. The radius of gyration from the small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments is determined from the micellar form factor \(P(Q)\). The form factors obtained from the SANS data and calculated from the MD trajectories are shown in Figure 3.5A. For comparison, form factors of micelles and water molecules that are within 5 Å of micelles were also calculated from the simulation (shown in Figure 3.5B). The Guinier region (the region of the curve for which Q values are \(\leq 0.1\text{Å}^{-1}\)) of the scattering profiles calculated from simulations extends more towards high Q than experimental ones suggesting that the overall size of the simulated micelles are slightly smaller than their experiment counterparts. The \(R_g\) calculated from MD simulation trajectories and determined from Guinier analysis of the SANS data for all micelle systems was shown in Figure 4.2. For the last 50 ns of the simulations, the average \(R_g\) of the micelles formed by chain 1 to 3 are 3.12 ± 0.08 nm, 2.92 ± 0.05 nm, and 2.63 ± 0.05 nm, respectively. The SANS data gives larger \(R_g\) values for all three micelles. However, it should be noted that the SANS experiments were conducted on the peptoid on the peptoid micellar solutions at a concentration of 0.5 wt %, while our simulations were carried out at a higher concentration, since it enabled better sampling due to the comparatively smaller sizes required. Secondly, the SANS \(P(Q)\) can include solvating water molecules and clearly the form factors from simulations which include solvating waters (Figure 3.5B) show better agreement with the SANS data. Nonetheless, the \(R_g\) of the pure micelle (no water included) from simulations do compare reasonably well with the experimental data. Both the experimental and MD derived
Figure 3.5. Form factors of the micelles formed by chain 1, 2, and 3 from simulation in comparison with the experimental results obtained from small angle neutron scattering (SANS). Simulation $P(Q)$ values calculated for (A) micelles only and (B) micelles and water molecules that are within $5 \text{ Å}$ of micelles.
Figure 3.6. Radius of gyration ($R_g$) of the micelles formed by chain 1 to 3.

$R_g$ values show an apparent decrease in micelle size as the ionic monomer gets closer to the hydrophobic tail. All micelle systems showed a small fluctuation in the radius of gyration. It indicates that micelles are stable over the course of the simulation. While $R_g$ can provide the quantitative information about the overall size of a micelle, it cannot give a detailed molecular picture of the internal structure of the micelle-water complex.

**Micelle Shape.** In order to determine the structural features of self-assembled micelles, the gyration tensor\textsuperscript{42} of the micelles was calculated. The gyration tensor is defined as:

$$S = \frac{1}{N} \begin{bmatrix}
\sum_i (x_i - x_{cm})^2 & \sum_i (x_i - x_{cm})(y_i - y_{cm}) & \sum_i (x_i - x_{cm})(z_i - z_{cm}) \\
\sum_i (x_i - x_{cm})(y_i - y_{cm}) & \sum_i (y_i - y_{cm})^2 & \sum_i (y_i - y_{cm})(z_i - z_{cm}) \\
\sum_i (x_i - x_{cm})(z_i - z_{cm}) & \sum_i (y_i - y_{cm})(z_i - z_{cm}) & \sum_i (z_i - z_{cm})^2
\end{bmatrix}$$

(3-1)

where the summation is calculated over N atoms of the micelle. The eigenvalues ($\lambda_1 > \lambda_2 > \lambda_3$) of the gyration tensor give the squared lengths of the principal axes of gyration, namely the radius
of gyration,

\[ \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3 = R_g^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-2)

The ratios of the eigenvalues indicate the deviation from a sphere-like shape of the micelle. In Figure 3.7, the ratios of \( \langle \lambda_1 \rangle / \langle \lambda_3 \rangle \) and \( \langle \lambda_2 \rangle / \langle \lambda_3 \rangle \) between eigenvalues of gyration tensor of the micelles form by chain 1 to 3 are shown. If the value of these ratios is close to 1, the shape of the micelle is spherical like. If the value of this ratio is large, the micelle is elongated. According to the previous studies in the literature, self-avoiding walk polymer models have averaged value ratios of \( \langle \lambda_1 \rangle : \langle \lambda_2 \rangle : \langle \lambda_3 \rangle = 14 : 2.98 : 1 \). Clearly, the micelle formed by chain 1 is more spherical than other two. In addition, the shape of micelles can be roughly quantified and confirmed by inspecting them in the simulation trajectories and visualizing the snapshots. From the ratio \( \langle \lambda_2 \rangle / \langle \lambda_3 \rangle \) for the micelle formed by chain 3 in Figure 3.7, one clearly sees a large deviation from a sphere-like shape.

![Figure 3.7. The ratios of the eigenvalues of gyration tensor.](image)

Figure 3.7. The ratios of the eigenvalues of gyration tensor.
Another way to characterize the shape of a micelle is the inertia tensor.\textsuperscript{44–47} It is defined by:

\[
I = \begin{bmatrix}
\sum_i m_i (y_i^2 + z_i^2) & \sum_i -m_i (x_i y_i) & \sum_i -m_i (x_i z_i) \\
\sum_i -m_i (x_i y_i) & \sum_i m_i (x_i^2 + z_i^2) & \sum_i -m_i (x_i z_i) \\
\sum_i -m_i (x_i z_i) & \sum_i -m_i (y_i z_i) & \sum_i m_i (x_i^2 + y_i^2)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3–3)

where \( m \) is the mass of the individual atom, and the coordinates \((x, y, z)\) are relative with the center of mass of the chain being the origin of the coordinate system. The key difference of moment of inertia tensor compared to the gyration tensor is that particle positions are weighted by mass in the inertia tensor, whereas only the particle positions are considered in the gyration tensor. The shape of the micelles can be analyzed using asphericity\textsuperscript{48}, \( S \), as defined by:

\[
S = \frac{3 \sum_i^3 (\lambda_i - \bar{\lambda})^2}{2 (\sum_i^3 \lambda_i)^2}
\]  

(3–4)

For perfect spheres, the value of \( S \) is zero. The asphericity value of ionic peptoid micelles increases from 0.095 to 0.165 as the ionic group on the backbone of the polypeptoid gets closer to the hydrophobic tail. The large micelle with the ionic group furthest from the hydrophobic parts shows spherical symmetry.

Figure 3.8. Asphericity of the micelles formed by chain 1 to 3.
Solvent accessible surface area. Another quantify that can be used to study structural properties of the micelles is solvent accessible surface area (SASA). A brief description of the determination of the SASA is presented here. In general, a probe sphere molecule with a radius of 1.4 Å (mimicking the water molecule) is allowed to roll along the van der Waals surface of the micelle, and the summation of the contact area gives the total solvent accessible surface area. The distributions of total SASA and SASA per chain of the micelles are shown in Figure 3.9. The average total SASA values of the micelles formed by chain 1 to 3 are 58937 ± 1304, 46210 ± 825, and 30037 ± 954 Å², respectively. Due to the roughness of the micelle’s surface, the average SASA values of each micelle is significantly larger than the SASA value of a perfect sphere with the same size. Unsurprisingly, the total SASA value is highest for the largest micelle 1 and the smallest for the micelle 3. Assuming spherical symmetry, the ratio of the average total SASA for the micelle formed by chain 1 to that formed by chain 2 should be approximately equal to the ratio of their $R_g^2$ (around 1.2:1 which is indeed the case). This indicates that although there is surface roughness, there is overall average spherical symmetry for these micelles. However, the total SASA ratio for micelle 1 to micelle 3 is almost 2 while the ratio of their $R_g^2$ is around 1.4:1.
This clearly reiterates the non-spherical nature of the micelle formed by chain 3. The SASA value per chain showed overlapping distributions. However, the micelle formed by chain 1 had a smaller average SASA value per chain as compared to micelle 2 and 3. The distribution for micelle 3 was the broadest with a shoulder at lower values. Typically, one would assume that the hydrophobic tail does not contribute to the SASA. The hydrophilic part can form a diffuse shell around the hydrophobic region and on average can be spherical but with a wide distribution. In the case of chain 3, the SASA has two regions. Our simulation trajectories clearly show that although the charged groups in chain 3 are close to the hydrophobic groups, they are nonetheless exposed to the solvent (charge-dipole interactions). The large SASA per chain with two distinct regions coupled with the smaller aggregation number indicate that the hydrophobic core is not perfectly screened by the hydrophilic section and is less compact. Combining this with the comparatively aspherical nature of the micelle suggests that the micellar shape is elongated. Clearly, the strong interactions between the surfactants and the water molecules mediate the shape of the micelles.

Scattering length density profiles. In order to further investigate the structural characteristics of the micelles formed by chain 1 to 3. We compared the excess neutron scattering length density profiles calculated from molecular dynamics simulations with the ones obtained from contrast variation SANS experiments. The excess neutron scattering length density profile, \( \Delta \rho \), which gives the difference of the scattering length density between the micelle and the solvent, takes the following expression:

\[
\Delta \rho(r) = \rho_{\text{micelle}}(r) - \rho_{\text{solvent}}
\]

where \( \rho_{\text{micelle}} \) is the average scattering length density of the micelle, including surfactants and solvent molecules, \( \rho_{\text{solvent}} \) is the average scattering length density of the solvent. The normalized neutron scattering length density profiles of the micelles which calculated from MD simulations and obtained from SANS experiments, are given in Figure 3.10. A similar trend has been observed for both simulation and experiment. It should be mentioned that \( \text{D}_2\text{O} \), instead of \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \), was used as solvent to calculate \( \Delta \rho \), in order to compare with SANS experiments directly. It is clear to
see that $\Delta \rho$ exhibit their highest values in the molecular core region for all the micelles. The overall higher value for the normalized $\Delta \rho$ for micelle 3 suggests that more water molecules have penetrated into the micelle and a less compact core, compared to micelles 1 and 2. These results are consistent with the results mentioned above. The water penetration can be confirmed by calculating the water density profile, $H(r)$. The water density profiles of the micelles obtained from MD simulations are shown in Figure 3.11. When the distance $r$ from the center of mass of the micelles) is between 10 to 20 Å, there are more penetrated water molecules in the micelles 3, while fewer waters are in the core region of the micelles 1 and 2. Moreover, the computed $H(r)$ shows good quantitative agreement with the computed $\Delta \rho$ in spatial region ranging from 10 Å to the micelle’s surface along the radial direction of the micelle. $H(r)$ and $\Delta \rho$ values can be neglected at small $r$ since large statistical fluctuations occur when the distance $r$ is small.

![Figure 3.10](image)

**Figure 3.10.** The neutron scattering length density profiles $\Delta \rho(r)$ of the micelles. The main figure shows $\Delta \rho(r)$ values calculated from molecular dynamics simulations. The experimental $\Delta \rho(r)$ obtained from contrast variation small angle neutron scattering is giving in the inset.

*Ionic monomer solvation.* The solvation of the ionic monomer can be understood by investigating the radial distribution functions (RDFs) between COO$^-$ groups and waters near the micelle-water
interface. We calculated the coordination numbers of water in the first solvent shell by integrating the RDFs to the first minima of the RDF, namely 4.2 Å (Table 3.2). For the micelle formed by chain 1, there are more water molecules that are solvated around its ionic monomers. As shown in Figure 3.4, ionic monomers are for the most part exposed to the solvent even when they are very close to the hydrophobic region. Overall the shape and structure of the micelles are governed by a number of non-covalent forces. The aggregation takes place due to the hydrophobic collapse of the hydrophobic regions of the polymers, as expected. The aggregation number itself is determined by the repulsion between the charged groups. The strong charge-dipole interactions between charge groups and waters force the ionic monomers to the micellar periphery and allows for greater penetration of the water molecules as well as a more elongated shape for the micelle formed by chain 3.

Table 3.2. Waters in the first solvent shell of COO\(^-\) groups. Note: waters are counted if distance between C(COO\(^-\)) and O (H\(_2\)O) ≤ 4.2 Å.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Micelle formed by</th>
<th>n(\text{water})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chain 1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Conclusions

In this work, the all-atom simulations provide a detailed molecular level understanding of the structural aspect of micelles formed by sequence-defined peptoid block copolymers containing a single ionic monomer. Our results revealed the importance of solvent (dipole) - ionic group (charge) interactions as well as hydrophobic effects on the stability and structure of self-assembled charged polypeptoids as a function of placement of the charged group on the backbone. In future work, we will focus on studying more complex peptoids with additional side chains and multiple charges in different solvents.
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CHAPTER 4
TOWARDS A COARSE-GRAINED MODEL OF THE PEPTOID BACKBONE: THE CASE OF N,N-DIMETHYLACETAMIDE

4.1 Introduction

Self-assembly of block copolymers in solution is relevant to a number of applications including biomedical uses. Understanding the effect of secondary/non-covalent interactions on self-assembly can be challenging given the complexity in macromolecular systems. Polypeptoids, a class of highly tunable biomimetic analogues of peptides, are an ideal prototypical model system to study self-assembly such as micelle formation in aqueous environments. In addition, polypeptoids themselves have many potential applications including in the field of drug delivery. A number of block copolypeptoids have been synthesized and their aggregation behavior in liquid solution have been studied by experiments and computational investigations in recent years. Atomistic (AA) molecular dynamics simulations have also been used to study solvation and self-assembly of peptoid systems. For example, the atomic resolution structure of bilayer peptoid nonosheets was determined by molecular simulation with using CHARMM based atomistic force field developed by Mirijanian et al. Prakash et al. used molecular simulations to compare the backbone flexibility of a model peptoid with a corresponding peptide in water and at surfaces. The OPLS based force field has previously been used to model peptoid systems, including the studies of structural and dynamical characteristics of peptoid oligomers and mechanism of aggregation of cyclic polypeptoids in methanol solution. However, the computational expenses limit simulation times and system size to a few hundred nanoseconds and nanometers, respectively. Although the use of enhanced sampling algorithms can aid the sampling of configuration space, the dependence of these algorithms to a few select variables such as temperature, geometric collective variables, can often pose a challenge to sampling rare events from atomistic simulations.

Coarse-grained (CG) models, on the other hand, are computationally cheaper alternatives wherein atomistic level details are removed while retaining the relevant important physics, thus making it easier to study more complicated systems, including self-assembly in soft matter.\textsuperscript{22–24} By reducing some degrees of freedom and only presenting the most important ones, CG modeling can span scales efficiently.\textsuperscript{25–27}

Coarse-graining methodologies,\textsuperscript{28,29} especially in the area of biological applications,\textsuperscript{30} have become increasingly important in recent times starting from the seminal work of Warshel and Levitt.\textsuperscript{31} As already mentioned this typically involves a reduction in the number of degrees of freedom resulting in a lower resolution model that is significantly more efficient but nonetheless incorporates the relevant physics of the problem under study. At the very least, light atoms such as hydrogen are folded into the nearest heavy atoms, the so-called united atom approach. Further coarse-graining combines groups of heavy atoms to form pseudo-atoms, as is the case in the MARTINI force field.\textsuperscript{32,33} The parameterization of the force field can follow a number of different paths and can use experimental data or reference higher resolution simulation data or a combination of both. The method adopted here is a so-called "physics-based force field" wherein one retains the functional forms used in typical all-atom simulations such as bonded and non-bonded interactions. The higher resolution all-atom simulations provide data in the training set that can be used to parameterize the model using iterative Boltzmann,\textsuperscript{34} force-matching,\textsuperscript{35–37} or Newton inversion methods,\textsuperscript{38} to name just a few.

To develop a coarse-grained model of complex peptoid systems, a bottom-up approach is being used for parameterizing CG models to accurately reproduce structural properties and is validated on thermodynamic properties of AA models. The typical polypeptoids used in micelle formation consist of a backbone with hydrophobic hydrocarbons, neutral ether based hydrophilic and charged carboxylate based hydrophilic side chains. The underlying coarse-graining philosophy is to develop CG models of each chemical group. The CG models of the hydrocarbon and ether chains have already been developed.\textsuperscript{39,40}
In this study, a CG model of a simple amide system, N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) is developed as it contains the repeating motif of the peptoid backbone. Hence it presents an important step towards establishing CG models for peptoid systems. A key focus of this work is to reproduce not just the structure of liquid DMA but also the solvation structure of DMA in water. This is particularly important in order to develop peptoid CG models that can accurately describe the solvation properties of the polymer in aqueous solutions and hence enable accurate investigations of self-assembly in an aqueous environment. This is in contrast to a complex anisotropic implicit solvent CG model of peptoids developed by Haxton et al. to study two dimensional peptoid based nanosheets.\textsuperscript{41}

It has been recognized that water plays an essential role in determining the structure and properties of peptoid systems.\textsuperscript{15,42} A CG model of water developed Molinero and co-workers, based only on short range Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential,\textsuperscript{43} is used in this work to describe the interactions between DMA and water. The OPLS-UA\textsuperscript{16} force field is adopted to describe the intramolecular interactions between DMA molecules with the elimination of hydrogen sties. The focus of this study is to develop intermolecular parameters for DMA-DMA and DMA-water interactions using a "reduced range" approach that allows the retention of molecular features but the comparatively short range interactions, involving three-body forms in some cases, leads to computational efficiency over conventional all-atom models.\textsuperscript{39}

In this study, we develop a CG model of DMA, laying the groundwork for developing CG models of polypeptoids. This CG model is parameterized on AA simulations, using a functional form that is a hybridized approach involving the OPLS-UA force field and the SW "reduced range" potential form. The parameterization scheme is based on the method used by Kumar and Skinner\textsuperscript{44} to develop an all-atom model of liquid water with three-body interactions.\textsuperscript{44} It is optimized to reproduce structural and thermodynamic properties of DMA in liquid solution, specifically features of a number of relevant radial distribution functions of pure DMA and dilute DMA aqueous solution and is validated on liquid/vapor properties, data from all-atom simulations of concentrated aqueous solutions of DMA, as well as simulation of a small peptoid oligomer in
water. The reference data is from simulations using the all-atom OPLS-AA force field. In addition, the computational efficiency of the CG model is discussed and compared to the higher resolution AA models.

The paper is organized in the following manner. The computational methods of the CG model parameterization scheme and the simulation set up are described in Section 2. The results are presented and discussed in Section 3 and the conclusions are outlined in Section 4.

4.2 Methods

The functional form of the non-bonded interactions used in this study is based on the SW\textsuperscript{43,45} formalism that includes the short range two- and three-body terms. The potential energy of the system is given by

$$E = \sum_i \sum_{j>i} \phi_2(r_{ij}) + \sum_i \sum_{j\neq i} \sum_{k>j} \phi_3(r_{ij}, r_{ik}, \theta_{ijk})$$ \hspace{1cm} (4-1)

Here the two-body term $\phi_2(r_{ij})$ is given by

$$\phi_2(r_{ij}) = A\epsilon[B(\frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}})^p - (\frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}})^q]exp(\frac{\sigma}{r_{ij} - a\sigma})$$ \hspace{1cm} (4-2)

and the three-body term $\phi_3(r_{ij}, r_{ik}, \theta_{ijk})$ by

$$\phi_3(r_{ij}, r_{ik}, \theta_{ijk}) = \lambda\epsilon[\cos\theta_{ijk} - \cos\theta_0]^2exp(\frac{\gamma\sigma}{r_{ij} - a\sigma}exp(\frac{\gamma\sigma}{r_{ik} - a\sigma}))$$ \hspace{1cm} (4-3)

Both terms are taken to be zero at distances greater than $a\sigma$. In this work, as with the original formalism, $p$ is set to 4 and $q$ to 0. The constants $A$ and $B$ are taken to be the same as in the original formalism with $A = 7.049556277$, $B = 0.60222455$. The two parameters in the two-body term, namely the energy scaling variable $\epsilon$ and the particle size $\sigma$, are part of the parameterization set. The three-body term is characterized by a scaling factor $\lambda$ and an angular term $\theta$, both of which are included in the parameterization procedure. The angle $\theta_0$ takes into account the preferred orientational ordering of the solvation shell around the central $i$th atom and in the case of the neat water model, mW, developed by Molinero and co-workers is 109.47°. \textsuperscript{45}

The term $\lambda$ scales the three-body angular interaction. Both the two- and three-body terms are relatively short range, with the range controlled by the parameter $a$ (since the potential goes to
zero at $a_0$) and to a lesser extent by $\gamma$, and the two are set to the values used in the mW water model, namely $a = 1.8$ and $\gamma = 1.2$.

The parameterization involves optimizing the set $(\epsilon, \sigma, \lambda, \beta_0)$ for the different non-bonded interactions based on data from all-atom simulations. The details of the all-atom simulations and the parameterization scheme are presented below.

### 4.2.1 All-atom Reference Simulations

The reference all-atom simulations were performed using the TIP3P\textsuperscript{46} water model along with the OPLS-AA force field for the DMA molecules. Two sets of all-atom reference simulations were performed, the first of a dilute solution of DMA in water (0.2 mol/L) and the second of pure liquid DMA. The dilute aqueous simulation of DMA was carried out in a cubic box, with an initial box length of 20 Å, consisting of a single DMA and 524 TIP3P water molecules. The liquid DMA simulations consisted of 512 DMAs in a cubic box of initial length 40 Å. A third set of simulations of a more concentrated aqueous solution of DMA (0.5 mol/L) were carried out with the AA model. The system consisted of 20 DMA molecules along with 1700 water molecules in a box of length 40 Å. In addition to the above set of simulations, the DMA liquid-vapor system was also simulated. The system consisted of the same number of DMA molecules as above but with a box size of 40 Å * 40 Å * 80 Å, with the liquid-vapor interface perpendicular to the z-axis. Finally, simulations of a simple polypeptoid solution were also performed. The system contained two simple ten-mer polypeptoid chains (See Figure 4.1b) and 1700 water molecules in a 40 Å cubic box.

In each case, except as noted, the simulations were carried out within the isobaric isothermal (NPT) ensemble at 300 K and 1 atm with a 1 fs time step, using the LAMMPS MD package.\textsuperscript{47} Each system was equilibrated for 10 ns and followed by a 10 ns production run. The temperature was controlled with a Nose-Hoover thermostat\textsuperscript{48} and barostat.\textsuperscript{49} Long range Coulomb interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation, specifically the Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh (PPPM) method with the desired relative error in forces set to 0.0001.\textsuperscript{50} The Lennard-Jones cutoff distance
was set to 10 Å. For the calculations of the diffusion constant of pure liquid DMA, a 5 ns production run in the NVE assemble was carried out.

Free energy of solvation of DMA in water was carried out using finite difference thermodynamic integration (FDTI),\textsuperscript{51} using a soft core potential to avoid singularities.\textsuperscript{52–54} The free energy was calculated using a 10 ns NPT run with 20 integration points, equally spaced between 0 and 1, with a time step of 1 fs using the GROMACS\textsuperscript{55} software.

![Diagram of DMA molecule mapping and schematic of the simple peptoid chain](image)

Figure 4.1. (a) Mapping of DMA molecule from the AA to the CG model. The white balls represent H, the gray ones C, the blue ones N, and the red ones O. There are 5 total atom types in the CG DMA molecule, which are 1: CH$_3$, 2: C, 3: O, 4: N, 5: CH$_3$N. (b) Schematic of the simple peptoid chain.

### 4.2.2 Coarse-grained Model Development

Figure 4.1 shows atom types and the mapping of the DMA molecule from AA to the CG representation. The interactions between DMA and water are represented by SW potentials. Intramolecular interactions are taken from the force field, OPLS-UA. Initial guesses for the parameters of each type of atom in DMA were selected from the monatomic model of water (mW) and methane, which were previously developed by Molinero and co-workers.\textsuperscript{56}
The CG simulations of dilute DMA with mW waters, liquid DMA, concentrated aqueous DMA, polypeptoid solution and the DMA liquid-vapor cases were performed in LAMMPS with a 5 fs time step under the same simulation conditions as the reference AA simulations. The intramolecular terms were the same as the united atom OPLS-UA model. The suitability of the 5fs time step was tested using a 5 ns NVE simulation that showed virtually no energy drift, despite large fluctuations in the energy. The free energy of solvation was carried out using the LAMMPS suite of programs. The free energy calculations were done using FDTI, with a soft core potential to avoid singularities. The free energy was calculated using 100 integration points, equally spaced between 0 and 1, and were run for 5 million steps, with a time step of 5 fs. The subroutines to carry out TI calculations in LAMMPS were taken from the work of Gyawali et al. For the CG peptoid solution simulations, the parameters developed for DMA were used, with the parameters for the CH$_2$ group in the peptoid set to the values obtained for the CH$_3$N methyl group in DMA.

4.2.3 Parameterization of the DMA CG Model

The development of the CG model is primarily focused on reproducing the solvation structure of water around the DMA molecules. The energy scales $\epsilon$ and $\lambda$, particle size $\sigma$, and three-body angle $\theta_0$ are the parameters that govern the solvation behavior. One can obtain estimates of $\theta_0$ from either the angular distribution in the first solvation shell from AA simulations or from experimental information such as the tetrahedral geometry of water, leaving just the particle size and energy scale for parameterization. The overall parameterization process is outlined in the flowchart shown in Figure 4.2. An iterative parameterization procedure, described below, is adopted wherein one starts with zeroth order model that is progressively optimized to reproduce properties in the training set, in this case details of important radial distribution functions, from the all atom reference simulation data.

As mentioned in the introduction, the parameterization scheme is based on the one adopted by Kumar and Skinner in the development of an improved all-atom water model and is similar in spirit to the Newton inversion method. In order to illustrate the method, consider a system that
Figure 4.2. A flowchart of CG model parameterization scheme.

consists of just one type of particle that interacts via the SW potential form. In that case, the total intermolecular interaction energy can be expressed as a sum of two-body energies $E_{12}$ and three-body energies $E_{123}$. Thus, one can write:

$$E_{\text{total}} = \omega_1 E_{ij} + \omega_2 E_{ijk} \quad (4-4)$$

where $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ are scaling parameters and are initially set to 1, the so-called zeroth order model with a particular set of parameters ($\epsilon, \sigma, \lambda, \theta_0$). Based on the scheme by Kumar et al., $\omega_i$ can be determined in a systematic manner. Since, for this simple case, there are two parameters that need to be determined, two observables/properties (P_1 and P_2) are chosen to be part of the training set. Each observable/property will in general be a function of both $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$. Hence the total derivative of each $P_j$ is given by

$$dP_j = \sum_i \frac{\partial P_j}{\partial \omega_i} d\omega_i \quad (4-5)$$

The derivatives $\frac{\partial P_j}{\partial P_j}$ are calculated numerically using a series of 5 simulations with parameters $(\omega_1, \omega_2), (\omega_1 + \delta \omega_1, \omega_2), (\omega_1 - \delta \omega_1, \omega_2), (\omega_1, \omega_2 + \delta \omega_2), (\omega_1, \omega_2 - \delta \omega_2)$. Based on these numerical
derivatives and the difference, $\Delta P_j$, between the value of each $P_j$ from the simulation at $(\omega_1, \omega_2)$ and reference/experimental value, the next generation values of $(\omega_1, \omega_2)$ can be determined by solving the following set of equations for $\Delta \omega_i$:

$$\Delta P_j = \sum_i \frac{\partial P_j}{\partial \omega_i} \Delta \omega_i$$ (4-6)

The new values of $(\omega_1, \omega_2)$ now form the first-generation model and the process is repeated until convergence is reached. In the above example, only one type of particle was considered and hence only two scaling parameters, one scaling the three-body and the other the two-body interactions, are needed. The method can be extended to systems with more than one type of particle (as is the case for the DMA systems under study) leading to many two- and three-body scaling parameters, with the corresponding number of properties in the training set. The training set can be from higher level simulation data, from experiments or from a combination of both and can be extended to more complicated systems with more than one type of particle. Therefore, for a given set of $\sigma$ values, the energy scale factors for the two- and three-body terms can be determined.

In the current development of the CG model, data from the reference all-atom OPLS-AA simulations on liquid DMA and the dilute solution of DMA in water are used. Specifically, the position of the first maximum of relevant radial distribution functions (O atom of water with the different DMA atoms in the dilute aqueous solution as well as intermolecular DMA atoms in the liquid DMA solution) as well as the associated coordination number around each atom type are the properties in the training set.

The initial $\sigma$ and $\epsilon$ and values for O and C atoms were taken from the work of Molinero et al. while the initial N atom parameters set was taken from the OPLS-UA force field. The Lorentz-Bertholet mixing rules were used to obtain the remaining $\sigma$ and $\epsilon$ values. The three-body angle $\theta$ was set to 109.47° for all the atom types, based on previous work on water and methane. The three-body energy scaling parameter $\lambda$ was initially set to the value for the mW water model. The AA simulations did not show any preferred orientation of the solvation environment of the
N, and since the N atom is buried in DMA molecule one does not expect that the three-body terms were scaled and the scaling parameters were determined using the iterative algorithm outlined above. First, the DMA-DMA parameters were determined using the iterative algorithm on simulations with pure liquid DMA. Ten interactions were scaled, namely five two-body terms (C-C, O-O, N-N, CH$_3$-CH$_3$ and CH$_3$N-CH$_3$) and five three-body terms (O-O-O, CH$_3$N-O-CH$_3$N, O-CH$_3$N-CH$_3$N, O-CH$_3$-CH$_3$, and CH$_3$-O-CH$_3$). For the three-body terms only those involving O with distinct sites were chosen. For the DMA-water interactions, the dilute DMA systems were simulated. In this case, five two-body terms (C-O$_w$, CH$_3$N-O$_w$, C-O$_w$, CH$_3$-O$_w$ and O-O$_w$) and five three-body terms (O$_w$-O-O$_w$, O-O$_w$-O$_w$, O$_w$-CH$_3$N-O$_w$, CH$_3$N-O$_w$-O$_w$ and O$_w$-C-O$_w$) were considered in the parameterization scheme. O$_w$ refers to the mW CG water. In each case a 10x10 matrix was determined, solved to obtain the new set of parameters, and the procedure carried out iteratively until convergence was reached. For each case, convergence was achieved in less than ten iterations. After the first generation model was developed, a series of new starting points were developed by changing the various $\sigma$ values. The iterative procedure was applied to each set. The final model was one for which the root mean square error was the least (less than 1).

It should be noted that for the two-body interactions that were not varied, the Lorentz-Bertholet mixing rules were used with the scaling factor of the scaled relevant two-body interactions absorbed into the corresponding $\epsilon$ values. The mixing rules are thus implicitly included in the parameterization procedure. Care should be taken when using mixing rules since they can lead to nonphysical results. However, the bottom-up approach with increasing complexity that is being adopted to develop the force field for real peptoid systems, starting from the alkane chains (hydrophobic side chains by Gyawali et al.),$^{39}$ to the peptoid backbone (current work) to more complex side chains (future work) to some extent mitigates this risk.

4.3 Results and Discussion

At the end of the parameterization procedure, the only three-body terms that were found to be non-zero were the water interactions with the carbonyl oxygen involving the O$_w$O$_{DMA}$O$_w$, and the O$_w$O$_w$O$_{DMA}$ angle, where O$_w$ refers to the mW water and O$_{DMA}$ to the carbonyl O atom of
the DMA. Since the N atom is buried inside the molecule, there is no special preferred orientation of the water molecules or other DMA molecules with the N atom and hence the three-body terms involving the N atoms turn out to be essentially zero as expected. The C atoms, similar to the case of methane and other aliphatic chains in previous studies, also did not result in non-zero three-body terms. The values of each of the parameters are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Parameters of (a) two- and (b) three-body interactions for the CG DMA together with previously published parameters for water. The scaling terms obtained from the parameterization step are folded into the $\epsilon$ and $\sigma$ parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>Type i</th>
<th>Type j</th>
<th>$\epsilon$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>6.189</td>
<td>2.3925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>CH$_3$N</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>CH$_3$N</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CH$_3$N</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>CH$_3$N</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>CH$_3$N</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$N</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>Type i</th>
<th>Type j</th>
<th>Type k</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\cos \theta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>23.15</td>
<td>-0.333333333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>-0.333333333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mW</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>-0.333333333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $O_{DMA-O_w}$, $C_{DMA-O_w}$, $CH_3$-$DMA-O_w$, $N_{DMA-O_w}$ and the $CH_3N_{DMA-O_w}$ radial distribution functions are shown in Figure 4.3 and the associated coordination numbers in Table 4.2. Note
that these atom types are based on the representations in Figure 1. The CG models does indeed give a fair representation of the solvation environment of the DMA in water and reproduces reasonably well both the positions of the first peak and the corresponding peak height. However, the CG model radial distribution functions are slightly shifted to smaller distances compared to the AA model, suggesting that the CG DMA molecules, on average, are more hydrophilic than the AA model. The liquid DMA radial distribution functions (C-C, O-O, N-N, CH$_3$N-CH$_3$N and CH$_3$-CH$_3$) are shown in Figure 4.4 and the coordination numbers are tabulated in Table 4.3. Once again, the representation of the intermolecular DMA-DMA structure is reproduced relatively well by the CG model when compared to the AA case. Specifically, the first peak of the O-O and CH$_3$N-CH$_3$N show really good agreement, while for the N atom that is buried inside, the peak position is reproduced whereas the peak height is not. The same holds true for the C-C radial distribution functions. This is not necessarily surprising since these groups are further apart from each other. The CH$_3$-CH$_3$ radial distribution function is not very strongly structured and hence is difficult to reproduce very accurately using this method. The CG model seems to suggest a stronger attraction of the CH$_3$-CH$_3$ as compared to the AA model, since the radial distribution function is shifted to a smaller distance for the CG case as compared to the AA. Nonetheless, the dominant intermolecular interactions are fairly well reproduced by the CG model both for pure DMA and dilute DMA in water.

Table 4.2. The position (R) of the first maximum in the corresponding radial distribution function and the coordination number (C) for dilute DMA system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R(A)</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_{DMA}$-O$_w$</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_{DMA}$-O$_w$</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$DMA-O$_w$</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_{DMA}$-O$_w$</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$<em>3$N$</em>{DMA}$-O$_w$</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The radial distribution functions were part of the training set of the model and hence for validation different properties are calculated and compared to both experiment and the AA model in the following section.
Table 4.3. The position (R) of the first maximum in the corresponding radial distribution function and the coordination number (C) for liquid DMA system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AA</th>
<th></th>
<th>AA</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CG</td>
<td></td>
<td>CG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-O</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-C</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-N</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃N-CH₃N</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃-CH₃</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3. The liquid DMA radial distribution function at 300 K for AA and CG models. For the AA case, CH₃ refers to the carbon atom of the methyl group bonded to the carbonyl group, CH₃N refers to the carbon atom of the methyl group bonded to the N atom, C refers to the carbon atom of the carbonyl group and O to the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group.

Liquid DMA properties

A number of properties of pure liquid DMA were calculated and tabulated in Table 4. The self-diffusion coefficient of DMA was calculated from a 5 ns NVE run using the Einstein equation:

\[ D = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{6t} \langle |r(t) - r(0)|^2 \rangle \tag{4-7} \]
Figure 4.4. The waterDMA radial distribution functions for dilute DMA solution at 300 K for AA and CG models. For the AA, CH$_3$ refers to the C atom of the methyl group bonded to the carbonyl group, CH$_3$N refers to the carbon atom of methyl group bonded to the nitrogen atom, C refers to the carbon atom of the carbonyl group and O to the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group, and O$_w$ refers to the water oxygen atom.

where $r(t)$ is the position of the center of mass of DMA at time $t$. The CG diffusion constant is a little more than twice the value of the AA, which is not surprising since the dynamics of CG models are faster than the corresponding all-atom systems.

The isothermal compressibility of liquid DMA at 300 K around density of $\rho_0 = 937 \text{ kg/m}^3$ was found from:

$$K_T = -\frac{1}{V} \left( \frac{\partial V}{\partial p} \right) \approx \left( \frac{\ln(p_2)}{p_1} - \frac{p_2}{p_1} \right)_T$$

(4-8)

where $p_2$ is $1.01\rho_0$ and $p_1$ is $0.99\rho_0$. $p_2$ and $p_1$ were the pressures computed from a 10 ns NVT simulation. Surprisingly the CG model reproduces the experimental value more accurately than the AA model to which it was parameterized. The AA model shows a lower compressibility as compared to the CG model. This could be related to the CH$_3$-CH$_3$ radial distribution for CG being shifted to smaller distances as compared to the AA model.
The enthalpy of vaporization was computed from:

$$\Delta H_{\text{vap}} = \langle E_{\text{pot}}(g) \rangle - \langle E_{\text{pot}}(l) \rangle + k_B T$$

(4-9)

where $E_{\text{pot}}(g)$ is the gas-phase potential energy and $E_{\text{pot}}(l)$ is the liquid phase potential energy. The CG model gives a higher value for the enthalpy of vaporization as compared to the AA model and the experimental value, but is within around 10% of the experimental value.

The next set of studies focuses on aqueous solutions of DMA as well as the simplest polypeptoid that can be formed with DMA as the repeating unit.

**Dilute aqueous DMA solution**

The solvation free energy of DMA from the CG simulations is very close to the value of the AA model, although both are around 1 kcal/mol higher than the experimental value. The fidelity of the solvation free energy of the CG model to the AA model along with the agreement between the radial distribution function data between the G and AA models does suggest that the CG model reproduces the solvation environment around the DMA molecule as seen in the AA simulations.

**Concentrated DMA aqueous solution and simple peptoid oligomer solution**

The various radial distribution functions of the concentrated DMA-water system and the simple peptoid systems are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 respectively. Despite not being part of the training set, the CG model gives a good representation of the solvation environment of the DMA and the simple peptoid in the aqueous system, although once again the CG model is slightly more hydrophilic than the corresponding AA model.

It is clear from both the agreement with the training data as well as the concentrated DMA simulations that the CG model provides a reasonable description of the DMA in bulk conditions. The next set of studies determines its suitability for interfacial regions. The air-liquid interface is an example for an extreme case of an asymmetrical environment and thus is an excellent system to test the applicability of the CG force field.
Figure 4.5. The radial distribution functions for the concentrated aqueous DMA solution at 300 K for AA and CG models. For the AA case, CH$_3$ refers to the carbon atom of the methyl group bonded to the carbonyl group, CH$_3$N refers to the carbon atom of the methyl group bonded to the nitrogen atom, C refers to the carbon of the carbonyl group and O to the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group, and O$_w$ refers to the water oxygen atom.

Figure 4.6. The radial distribution functions for the dilute polypeptoid solution at 300 K for AA and CG models. C$_{\text{backbone}}$ and O$_{\text{backbone}}$ refer to the carbon and oxygen atom of the carbonyl group, N$_{\text{backbone}}$ refers to the nitrogen atom on the backbone, and CH$_3$$_{\text{sidechain}}$ refers to the carbon atom of methyl group bonded to the nitrogen atom.
Surface tension of liquid DMA

The surface tension of the liquid DMA liquid-air interface was also calculated from the liquid DMA-air slab simulations at 300 K. In order to determine the surface tension $\gamma$ the following relationship between $\gamma$ and the pressure tensors, evaluated from the simulation, was used:\(^\text{58}\)

$$\gamma = \frac{L_z}{2} \left[ <p_N> - <p_T> \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (4-10)

where $L_z$ is the box length of the direction perpendicular to the interface and $<p_N>$ and $<p_T>$ are pressure tensors perpendicular and tangential to the liquid-air interface, respectively.\(^\text{59}\) The surface tension of CG model is compared to the value from the AA model along with the experimental data\(^\text{60}\) in Table 4.4. The CG model shows a surprisingly better agreement with experiment than the AA model.

Table 4.4. Comparison of DMA models and experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>AA DMA (300 K)</th>
<th>CG DMA (300 K)</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface tension $\gamma$ (mN/m)</td>
<td>32 ± 1</td>
<td>39 ± 1</td>
<td>37.13 (293.15 K)(^\text{60})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficient $D$ ($10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/S)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isothermal compressibility $K_T$ (Gpa$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>-0.53 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-6.1 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.63 (298.15 K)(^\text{61})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvation free energy $\Delta G_{solv}$ (kcal/mol)</td>
<td>-7.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>-7.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-8.5 (298.15 K)(^\text{62})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthalpy of vaporization $\Delta H_{vap}$ (kcal/mol)</td>
<td>12.40 ± 0.01</td>
<td>13.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>12.01 (298.15 K)(^\text{61})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liquid and vapor density of liquid DMA at 300 K

In order to determine the density of the two phases of pure DMA at 300 K, NVT simulations of the liquid DMA-air interface were carried out. The density profile of DMA (using the center of mass of each DMA), $\rho(z)$, is plotted in Figure 7 as a function of distance, $z$, from the center mass of the liquid slab in the direction perpendicular to the interface. While both the AA and the CG models show density oscillations near the interfacial region, the oscillations are much more pronounced for the CG model. The stronger CH$_3$-CH$_3$ interactions of the CG model as compared to the AA model could result in this increased structuring at the interface. This can also result
in differences in the orientation of the DMA molecules in the interfacial region. The distribution of the angle made by the CH$_3$-C vector of DMA molecules (with Z-coordinate of the center mass between 19 and 21 Å, the beginning of the interfacial region as seen in Figure 4.7) with the normal to the xy plane (air-liquid interface is along the z-direction, perpendicular to the xy plane) is shown in Figure 4.8. Although both the AA and CG models show a broad distribution, the AA has a broad peak in the 80-90° region whereas the CG shifted to around 120°.

Figure 4.7. Density profile of DMA liquid-vapor interface at 300 K for both the AA and CG simulations. Z represents the distance in the Z direction from the center of mass of the liquid and is perpendicular to the liquid-vapor interface.

The density profiles in Figure 4.7 are fit to the following function,

$$\rho(z) = \frac{\rho_l + \rho_v}{2} - \frac{\rho_l - \rho_v}{2} \tanh \frac{z - Z_0}{d}$$ (4-11)

where $\rho_l$ and $\rho_v$ are the densities of the liquid and vapor phase, respectively, $d$ is the width of the vapor-liquid interface and $Z_0$ is the position of the Gibbs dividing surface of the interface.$^{63,64}$ The densities of the two phases are thereby determined from this fit and tabulated in Table 4.5 for both the CG model and the AA model along with the experimental value for the liquid phase. The CG model liquid density is in good agreement with the AA model, despite the differences
in interfacial orientation, and the liquid density compares reasonably well with the experimental value, although both CG and AA densities are higher than the experimental value by around 3%.

Table 4.5. The liquid density ($\rho_L$) and vapor density ($\rho_V$) for DMA at 300 K together with experiment data for the liquid at 298.15 K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AA</th>
<th></th>
<th>CG</th>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_L$ (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>907.33</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>905.21</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>937$^{65}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_V$ (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8. Distribution of the angle made by the CH$_3$C vector of DMA molecules (with the z-coordinate of the center of mass between 19 and 21 Å) with the normal to the xy plane. (Note the interface is along the z-axis.)

The good agreement between the CG and AA models for the surface tension and the liquid density, despite these parameters not being in the training set, does indicate that the reduced range formalism based CG model can reproduce the results for the structure and thermodynamics of the bulk and the interfacial region obtained from the higher level AA simulations. This could be in part due to a fortuitous cancellation of errors but is probably also due to the attention to an accurate description of the solvation structure that is the underlying philosophy in the development of this CG model. Previous works with SW CG models have also found good agreement of water/vapor, liquid alkane/water, liquid alkane/vapor, and liquid ether/vapor surface tensions.$^{39,40,45,46}$
Finally, benchmark simulations on liquid DMA were performed to test the performance of the CG model against the AA. Table 4.6 shows our CG DMA model is at least 27 times faster than the AA DMA model. The scaling behavior clearly improves with increase in the system size.

Table 4.6. Computational efficiency for three different systems including 2560, 12800 and 64000 DMAs using 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 CPU cores. All benchmark simulations were performed on the QB2 computational nodes of Louisiana Optical Network Infrastructure (LONI), each with 2.8 GHz E5- 2680v2 Xeon processors and 64 GB memory using the LAMMPS software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPUs (cores)</th>
<th>2560 DMAs</th>
<th>12800 DMAs</th>
<th>64000 DMAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AA (ns/day)</td>
<td>CG (ns/day)</td>
<td>AA/CG ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>118.38</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>218.61</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>304.60</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>361.60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>437.72</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future work will concentrate on developing compatible CG models for different side chains of the peptoid system, namely hydrophilic neutral groups such as ethers as well as charged groups such as carboxylate.

4.4 Conclusions

A new CG model of N,N-dimethylacetamide, a representative of the peptoid backbone, has been developed. The underlying philosophy of the CG model development is to reproduce the solvation structure in the liquid of a more complex all atom model, OPLS-AA in this case, using reduced range functional forms that include three-body terms. Without electrostatics or any long range interactions, the CG DMA model is at least 27 times faster than AA model for the pure liquid system. The DMA molecules were represented as 6 heavy atoms interacting through short range potentials. The CG DMA model gives a good representation of the liquid DMA system, aqueous DMA solution as well as the liquid DMA-vapor interface. The pure bulk DMA solvation structure as well as the dilute DMA aqueous solution solvation structure are part of the model training set. The CG model was validated by a comparison to results from AA simulations of the surface tension, enthalpy of vaporization, isothermal compressibility and liquid density of pure
DMA, the solvation free energy of DMA in water as well as the solvation structure of both a concentrated aqueous solution of DMA as well as a simple peptoid oligomer aqueous solutions.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, the primary focus is to use molecular dynamics simulations to gain insight into the molecular mechanisms that govern self-assembly of polypeptoids in solution. As described in Chapter 2, atomistic simulations were performed to investigate the aggregation behavior of cyclic polypeptoids bearing zwitterionic end-groups in a low dielectric solvent, namely methanol, wherein small cluster formation was observed experimentally, ranging from a single polymer chain to small oligomers. Simulation results reveal that it is due to attractive dipole-dipole interactions for the initial approach of the cyclic polypeptoids. However, the attractive solvophobic effect starts to dominate while the effective repulsive interaction due to solvation of the dipoles drastically reduces the attractive dipole-dipole components.

In chapter 3, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to study the self-assembly of sequence-defined singly charged polypeptoids in water solutions. Each of these polymers consists of five hydrophobic groups, 19 hydrophilic neutral groups, and one ionic monomer at the different position of the backbone. Simulation results reveal that water-polymer sidechain interactions play a critical role in the self-assembly of these polypeptoid systems. Charge-dipole secondary interactions (ionic side chain-water) dictate micelle size and shape, water penetration, and other micellar properties. Hence, micelle properties can be modulated by tuning these secondary interactions.

Although atomistic simulations can provide a complete description of these systems, the computational expense limits simulation time and length scales. Coarse-grained (CG) models, on the other hand, are computationally cheaper alternatives wherein atomistic level details are removed while retaining the relevant essential physics, thus making it easier to study more complicated systems, including self-assembly in soft matter. In chapter 4, A CG model of N, N-dimethyl acetamide (DMA), for further studying polypeptoid micellar interactions has been developed. The model was parameterized on atomistic simulations, using a hybridized
approach involving the OPLS-UA force field and the Stillinger-Weber potential. The model gives a good representation of the DMA systems and reproduces several thermodynamics properties. Furthermore, it showed good agreement with data obtained from all-atom simulations of a small simple peptoid oligopeptoid chain in water. Without long-ranged interactions and the absence of interaction sites on hydrogen atoms, the CG DMA model is at least 27 times faster than the higher resolution all-atom model.

5.2 Future Work

In chapter 3, the polypeptoids that were studied were singly charged, and the solvent was water. Based on the preliminary simulation results I have, the behavior of these peptoid polymers in a low dielectric constant solvent (methanol) are drastically different, as confirmed with experimental data. In future work, comprehensive studies of these peptoids (differing in the number of charged groups, the size of the hydrophobic region etc.) in solutions with different solvents will be carried out. I expect this will make a significant contribution to understanding the role of solvent polarity in the self-assembly of peptoid systems as well as the role of charges on micellar shape. Future efforts will also be focused on investigating the effect of polymer concentration, the addition of salts, and charge fraction on the micellar structure.

The CG model of DMA presented in chapter 3 represents a first step toward the systematic parameterization of a variety of peptoid sequences. In future work, we will focus on parameterizing several different peptoid side chains, including the side chains mentioned in chapter 2 and chapter 3. Once force field parameters for the CG model of peptoid are accurately obtained, aggregation or micelles formation by both charged and neutral polypeptoids will be studied. Simulations will include explicit pure water solvation as well as a range of added sodium salts at various temperatures. Molecular structural properties of aggregates or micelles will be analyzed for each condition.
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